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The agricultural sector accounts for 3.8 percent of the GDP of 

Barbados and 2.9 percent of its jobs. The Government of Bar-

bados considers agriculture to be one of the nation’s potential 

growth drivers and supports it through a combination of incen-

tives and concessions to agricultural producers, high border 

protection, and support to research and infrastructure. Support 

to producers in Barbados averaged 33.4 percent of gross farm 

receipts in the latest 3 years of the study (2012-2014), and a sig-

nificant share of that support (38 percent) was provided in the 

form of transfers to general services. Total transfers arising from 

agricultural policy reached 1.1 percent of the national GDP. All 

types of support decreased during the period of study, but the 

share of price support in support to producers increased. Reori-

enting agricultural policy from input subsidies and per-hectare 

payments towards support to general services would be bene-

ficial for agricultural competitiveness and build a foundation for 

sustainable growth in agriculture. 
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Although the agricultural sector of Barbados is small, and the costs 

of production are high, the Government of Barbados considers 

the agricultural sector to be important for the country’s devel-

opment. The government has developed a comprehensive sys-

tem of incentives and concessions to agriculture through which 

farmers receive institutional support and services. An analysis of 

the allocation and efficiency of transfers to agriculture is neces-

sary to improve outcomes and target policy actions to achieve the 

sustainable development of the sector.

This report presents a quantitative assessment of agricultural poli-

cy, applying the Producer Support Estimate (PSE) methodology to 

measure the level of agricultural support. This is the first attempt 

to apply this methodology in Barbados. The results of the esti-

mates contribute to the IDB Agrimonitor database. The analysis 

covers the time period 2011-2014.

The first chapter of this report is focused on an analysis of the 

coordination between the government’s declared policy goals 

and actions taken to support agriculture. 

The second chapter provides a brief overview of agricultural pol-

icy, both domestic and international.

The results of the estimates and international comparisons are 

presented in the third chapter of this report, which also describes 

sub-sector specific policy measures. A brief description of the 

value chains for selected commodities is presented as part of the 

PSE estimates to provide additional insight into the distribution 

of policy costs and benefits they provide. This reports also iden-

tifies situations in which the indicators reflect non-policy related 

characteristics of the value chain. The indicators reflect the level 

and structure of agricultural support in Barbados and are com-

pared to the other countries in the region.

The report concludes with recommendations for policymakers, 

based on the insights provided by the quantitative analysis herein.

INTRODUCTION 

The government 
has developed a 
comprehensive 
system of incentives 
and concessions to 
agriculture through 
which farmers receive 
institutional support  
and services 
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1. GENERAL OVERVIEW  
OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY

1.1. AGRICULTURE’S ROLE IN  
THE ECONOMY OF BARBADOS
Agriculture is not a major contributor to GDP, 
but it is crucial for sustainable development
In recent years, economic growth in Barbados has been gaining 

speed; the GDP growth of 1 percent in 2015 was followed by a 

1.6 percent growth rate in 2016 (Figure 1). This rate mainly re-



Figure 1: GDP and inflation rate in Barbados (%)

Source: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from 
http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx
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flects progress in the tourism sector, but it also includes the con-

struction, renewable energy, and agriculture sectors. The level 

of inflation remains low, and the unemployment rate declined 

from 11.3 percent in 2015 to 9.9 percent in 2016. The average in-

come level and GDP per capita remain among the highest of Lat-

in American and Caribbean countries. Both the World Bank and 

the OECD consider Barbados to be a high-income developed 

country. The diversification of the economy is one of the main 

policy goals for the Government of Barbados, and it recognizes 

agriculture as a potential driver of growth.

Agriculture has not been a major contributor to GDP (3.8 percent 

of GDP in 2015, (Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs, 2015)), 

nor to employment (2.9 percent in 2015) in the country (Table 1). 

However, the sector is crucial for the sustainable social and eco-

nomic development of Barbados as a source of employment for 

the rural population, provider of inputs for the growing agro-pro-

cessing industry, and a potential source of export revenue.



Indicator

GDP (constant 1974 Bds$)

GDP growth

GDP per capita (constant 2010 US$)

Population

% population in rural areas

Share of agriculture in GDP

Share of agriculture in employment

Food exports (% of merchandise exports)

Food imports (% of merchandise imports)

Agri-food trade balance

Trade (% of GDP)

Agricultural land

Share of arable land (% of land area)

Unit

Bds$ mln

%

US$

thousand persons

%

%

%

%

%

US$ mln

%

sq. km

%

1995

842.10

2.00

12,876.16

265.00

66.7

6.20

4.60

39.18

18.26

n/a

91.55

190

37.2

2010

1,097.60

0.30

15,906.19

280.00

67.9

4.40

2.74

32.87

24.91

-227.64

96.58

150

27.9

2014

1,110.90

0.1

15,877.97

283.0

68.4

3.40

2.73

33.44

19.74

-246.54

85.65

140

25.5

2015

1120.4

1.0

15,971.01

284.2

68.5

3.8

2.9

33.81

21.49

-257.98

83.86

140

25.5
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Table 1: Selected macroeconomic indicators, Barbados

Source: World Bank World Development Indicators database, retrieved from 
http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators 
and The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from 
http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx; World Trade Organization, 2014

Agriculture is growing, but sugar production  
has been falling for 15 years
Agriculture has been growing in recent years. While overall crop 

production has fallen considerably since the early 1990s, in the 

past 5 years it has demonstrated some recovery (Figure 2). Live-

stock production, on the contrary, is now higher than it was 20 

years ago and has grown at 4 percent per year on average for 

the past 5 years.

Sugar was traditionally the main agricultural commodity in Barba-

dos and a major export crop, but it has lost much of its importance 

in the past two decades. The recent recovery in crop production 

is mainly due to the development of non-traditional sub-sectors, 

such as fruits and vegetables, root crops, and herbs and spices, 

while sugar production has been falling for 15 consecutive years 

(Figure 3). Drought conditions slowed growth in 2014-2015, but 

agricultural value added still increased by 2.1 percent.



Figure 2: Crop and livestock production indices for Barbados

Figure 3: Sugar and non-sugar agriculture value added in Barbados, 1974 constant prices (Bds$ millions)
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Note: 2004-2006 = 100. Source: World Bank World Development Indicators database, 
retrieved from http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators

Source: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from
http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx



Figure 4: Agri-food exports of Barbados, 2007-2015 (% of total merchandise exports)
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The export of sugar is in decline
While agri-food exports’ share of total exports is about 33 per-

cent, these exports consist mostly of spirits and processed food, 

with primary agriculture’s share of total exports under 2 percent 

in 2014. 

Alcoholic beverages (traditionally rum) still account for the major 

part of export revenue among food and agricultural products. 

Sugar exports have been steadily declining, and while sugar is 

still the biggest export revenue earner among non-processed 

agricultural commodities, its share of total merchandise exports 

decreased from 6 percent in 2007 to 0.8 percent in 2016. 

Non-traditional agricultural exports are developing, focusing on 

high value products such as fruits, root crops, and vegetables. 

The export of cotton also grew slightly and the prospects for 

further market expansion are considered good (Figure 4).

Source: World Trade Organization, 2015; The United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics 
Database (UN Comtrade), 2017, retrieved from comtrade.un.org



Figure 5: Agri-food trade, Barbados (US$ mln)
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At the same time, Barbados is a major agri-food importer, with an 

agri-food import bill reaching US$351 million in 2015 (Figure 4). It 

mostly imports meat, dairy, and prepared food, but it also imports 

fresh fruits and vegetables. The United States, the EU, and Trini-

dad and Tobago are the main trade partners for Barbados.

Developed infrastructure is an advantage
In the 2014-2015 edition of the World Economic Forum (WEF) 

Global Competitiveness Index, Barbados ranked 55th out of 144, 

down from 42nd place in 2012. The WEF Global Competitiveness 

Report estimates the country’s overall infrastructure develop-

ment at 5.6 out of 7, better than OECD high-income countries’ 

average value of 5.5, placing Barbados in 22nd place.

Source: World Trade Organization, 2014; The United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics 
Database (UN Comtrade), 2017, retrieved from comtrade.un.org



Figure 6: Costs of trade (US$) and DTF value (right axis, in millions)
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Regulatory barriers to doing business are excessive
However, there are multiple regulatory obstacles to doing business in 

Barbados, which ranks 117th out of 190 economies in the 2017 World 

Bank Doing Business Report due to poor contract enforcement, land 

administration, and difficulties in registering businesses. The country 

stands 122nd on the ease of trading across borders, with the costs 

of imports much higher than the regional average and a Distance to 

Frontier (DTF) of 59 (in 2016).1 The costs of export, on the other hand, 

are lower than in most neighboring countries (Figure 5). 

While damaging the overall Doing Business ranking of the county, 

high import transaction costs combined with low export transaction 

costs are in line with the country’s strategy to promote exports and 

restrict imports. However, the WTO Trade Policy Review of Barbados 

mentioned that the country has made considerable trade facilitating 

efforts and simplified the customs clearance process since the pre-

vious review conducted in 2008 (World Trade Organization, 2014). 

1. DTF: The distance to frontier score is an estimate of the level of regulatory performance 

of the country or region on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 represents the lowest performance 

and 100 represents the “frontier,” i.e., the best performance (World Bank, 2016).  

Source: World Bank, 2016.



 Figure 7: Commercial loans to agriculture (Bds$ mln)
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Lending to agriculture plummeted  
after the financial crisis
Agriculture used to be one of the main borrowers in Barbados’ 

economy in the 1990s. However, commercial banks’ lending to 

agriculture fell sharply in 2010, and in 2014-15, loans disbursed 

were five times lower than in 2010-11, mostly because lending 

to the livestock sector almost stopped (Figure 6, Figure 7). The 

sugarcane sub-sector also nearly stopped borrowing. While the 

decline in lending was economy-wide, issues such as low invest-

ment attractiveness and lack of collateral are particularly press-

ing in the agricultural sector.

Source: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from 
http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx



Figure 8: Commercial lending to agriculture by sub-sector (Bds$ mln)
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1.2. CHALLENGES FACING  
THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
Scarce natural resources, lack of infrastructure 
and information, and low competitiveness slow 
agricultural development

• Small size of the country
The small size of the country (its population is only 280,000, and 

total land area is 43,176 ha) determines a limited local market for 

agriculture; at the same time, local production is insufficient to 

fulfill the demand for food items. Its small size also means Bar-

bados has very scarce water and land resources (Government of 

Barbados, 2013a). Ninety percent of farmers in Barbados contin-

ue to operate holdings of 0.5 hectares or less (Rawlins, 2013), and 

therefore face higher costs in the absence of economies of scale.

• Climate change and natural disasters 
While Barbados has not been seriously affected by any recent 

natural disasters, the vulnerability of its agricultural sector to such 

Source: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from
http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx
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events is evident. In addition, water resources are scarce,2 and the 

country is prone to droughts (the island was affected by serious 

droughts in 2008, 2009, and early 2016).

• High food import bill 
High dependence on food imports and on imported inputs for 

agriculture means the country is dependent on the economic sit-

uation of trade partners and global economic trends. It also leads 

to vulnerability to international price shocks. At the same time, 

high trade protection prevents competition, limits productivity 

growth, and leads to higher prices for consumers.

• Limited sector information
Collection and analysis of agricultural statistics in Barbados, 

though more advanced than in its Caribbean neighbors, is still 

limited. Access to information on the financial status of farmers, 

production, yields, and prices is crucial for efficient policymaking. 

At the same time, it ensures fair competition and allows farmers 

to make informed production decisions.

• Obsolete and insufficient infrastructure
While overall infrastructure development in Barbados exceeds 

that of most LAC countries, the agricultural and agro-process-

ing sectors suffer from aging and a lack of capacity in roads and 

water supply infrastructure. Inadequate physical infrastructure is 

mentioned as one of the main challenges for the develolment 

of agriculture in Barbados by the Caribbean Development Bank’s 

report (2015) and by a CEPAL, FAO, and IICA report (2014). Cli-

mate resilience of infrastructure also needs improvement.

• Low competitiveness
Rawlins (2013) notes the country’s low agricultural productivity 

and mentions that without current high border protection, the 

poultry, pork, tomato, cauliflower, and lettuce sub-sectors would 

not be able to compete with imports domestically. Sugar pro-

duction is operating at a loss due to high production costs. With 

the lowest yields in the region of 48.3 tons per hectare (t/ha), the 

sector cannot compete in EU markets without government sup-

port (see section 2.9.1). The productivity of the vegetable sector 

is also low: yields of tomatoes (17.5 t/ha) are only 40 percent of 

yields in the Dominican Republic.3 Outdated technology is also 

an impediment to the sector’s development. 

2. According to FAO, Barbados belongs to the top 10 of the world’s most water scarce 

countries (less than 1000 m3 freshwater resources per capita).

3. At the same time, productivity of root crops (cassava, sweet potatoes, yams) is high.
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• Praedial larceny
Despite actions taken by the government, praedial larceny (theft 

of produce) remains a serious issue, causing losses for Barbadian 

farmers and discouraging investment.4

1.3. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES  
OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY,  
MAIN DOCUMENTS, AND  
IMPLEMENTING INSTITUTIONS
Food security, competitiveness, and  
sustainability of production are the main 
objectives of agricultural policies
One of the main characteristics of agricultural policy in Barbados 

is its integration into the government’s overall economic devel-

opment efforts. The policy goals and strategies are defined in 

long term (the National Strategic Plan (NSP), the Medium-Term 

Strategic Plan, and the Medium-Term Growth and Development 

Strategy (MGDS)) as well as in short-term documents, and annu-

al policy changes are discussed in budget proposals.

a) The National Strategic Plan (NSP) 2006-2025
This key document presents sectoral long-term strategies for 

agriculture, focused on the following objectives: increased agri-

cultural output, efficient land use, food security, export promo-

tion, and rural development.

The plan also proposes increasing competitiveness through the 

development of certain priority crops: cotton, sugar and sugar 

products, and high value-added crops. An understanding of the 

importance of strengthening the links between tourism and agri-

culture is among the points of emphasis of this long-term strategy. 

4. Though there were no estimations of the monetary value of such losses in Barbados, an 

FAO study “An Analysis of the State of Praedial Larceny in Member States of CARICOM” 

revealed that 98 percent of the farmers in the CARICOM region were affected by praedial 

larceny, with 18 percent of the value of farm output being stolen (FAO, 2013).
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b) The Medium-Term Strategic Plan 2010-2014
This document outlines the programs to be implemented in the 

mid-term. Agricultural technology adoption and food security 

were the main objectives for this period, though infrastructure 

development and increased competitiveness were also among 

its goals.

c) Barbados Medium-Term Growth and Development  
Strategy (MGDS) 2013-2020
This most recent mid-term planning document describes agri-

culture as one of the most important sectors of the Barbados 

economy. The actions to support agricultural growth and de-

velopment proposed in the MGDS are attempting to tackle the 

challenges listed above in section 1.2. At the same time, the doc-

ument lacks programming for certain interventions, providing a 

list of best intentions without detailing the mechanisms to sup-

port or budget for them, and it does not contain any measurable 

performance indicators. 

For each indicated challenge, the document lists several “strat-

egies” to address the challenges; however, many of the listed 

strategies are in fact planned outcomes, while some are beyond 

the scope of public policy. The following table summarizes 

the suggested actions for each issue, which include promot-

ing best practices and new products, amending existing and 

developing new legislation, and reorganizing the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food, Fisheries and Water Resource Management 

(MAFFW) and its subsidiaries.



Issue

Praedial larceny 

Food and nutrition security

Non-traditional  
product development  
and agro-processing 
 

Access to information and  
post-harvest infrastructure  
 

Research and development

 

Exports and  
investment promotion

Building Human  
Resource Capacity 

 
 

Fisheries 

 
 

 

 
 

Green growth strategies

• Strengthening the Praedial Larceny Prevention Act.

• Educating law enforcement agents, farmers, and the general public.

• Introducing Certificates of Purchase by Farmers.

• Creating a Praedial Larceny Squad.

• Creating a National Food and Nutrition Security Policy and Action Plan.

• Promoting sustainable production and processing and improvement of dietary habits.

• Enacting a Food Security Act and developing a Food Import Policy.

• Initiating support to the small ruminant and rabbit industries.

• Promoting cassava production and use for food and feed.

• Promoting breadfruit flour and sweet potato flour.

• Establishing a multi-purpose agro-processing plant.

• Exploring strategies for production of a variety of value-added products from sugarcane.

• Facilitating access to market information (developing a Market Information System (MIS), 
including a demand survey, commodity/production surveys to feed into the MIS,  
an Agricultural Census, and a study to determine the seasonality for crops).

• Establishing packing houses. 

• Promoting the adoption of protected agriculture systems.

• Expanding plant clinics and assisting farmers in using Integrated Pest Management methods.

• Expanding the Tissue Culture Laboratory to produce disease-free planting material  
for cassava and sweet potato.

• Creating a bank of genetic material.

• Reorganizing the Inspectorate System and providing the necessary Human Resources  
support to facilitate the export of products of animal origin.

• Amending requisite Regulations to allow persons to travel with their pets. 

• Training personnel in key agricultural agencies; facilitating the use of applied science  
and technology to promote alternative and green agriculture (in the framework of  
EU-funded Barbados Human Resource Development Strategy 2011-2016). 

• Creating a national agricultural strategy (Strategic Plan for the Agriculture and Fisheries sectors) 
and engaging the IDB’s support for the organizational and operational strengthening of  
the MAFFW (IDB-funded project “Strengthening the Service Delivery Capacity of the MAFFW”). 

• Improving data collection.

• Implementing and enforcing measures to prevent illegal fishing.

• Involving fishermen in national social security schemes.

• Training, education, and certification/accreditation.

• Increasing financing for fisheries research and development.

• Identifying new markets for the distribution of fish; promoting fish as a safe, affordable, 
nutritious, and high-quality food; promotion and projects for creating value-added  
fish products and value-added products from fish processing waste.

• Creating micro-financing programs; developing proper fish handling, display,  
and storage infrastructure; financing maintenance of boatyard facilities.

• Improving governance and legislation: good governance practices and procedures  
for government facilities; fisheries policies legislation, guidelines, and standards with  
the focus on sustainability.

• Introducing sustainable technologies.

• Strengthening agricultural cooperatives in order to improve profitability of production  
and encourage using sustainable practices.

• Implementing institutional strengthening and training for extension services.

• Conducting a feasibility study on creating a sustainable agriculture and fisheries  
microcredit scheme, focusing on accessing clean and more efficient technologies.

Actions
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Table 2: Summary of challenges and actions for agricultural development in the MGDS (2013-2020)

Source: GOB, 2013b.
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The Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs  
is responsible for planning and budgeting,  
and the MAFFW for implementation
The Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs is responsible for 

mid-term planning for all sectors and also prepares budgetary 

proposals. The Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries and Water 

Resource Management (MAFFW)5 formulates agricultural policy 

in accordance with the mid-term plans. 

Several government agencies are financed by loans and grants 

from the agricultural budget. This practice is due to be reformed 

following IMF requirements as it hampers the transparency of 

budget funding. Some of those agencies are engaged both in 

policy implementation and in the production, processing, and 

trade of agricultural products. The agencies and funds engaged 

in agricultural policy implementation include, among others:

• Barbados Agricultural Development and Marketing  

Corporation (BADMC) 

• Barbados 4-H Foundation

• Soil Conservation Unit (Scotland District development)

• Barbados Agricultural Management Company (BAMC)

• Pesticides Control Board

• Barbados Water Authority

• Agricultural Development Fund

• Rural Development Commission  

(Rural Enterprise Fund) (outside MAFFW since 2009)

• Barbados Cane Industry Corporation (BCIC)

The MAFFW develops food safety policy in coordination with the 

Ministry of Health and the Barbados National Standards Institution 

(BNSI); the development of the National Agricultural Health and 

Food Control Agency (NAHFCA) began in 2011, per recommen-

dation of the IDB and FAO.

BNSI, within the Ministry of Industry, International Business, Com-

merce and Small Business Development, operated in cooperation 

with the private sector, develops food safety standards, executes 

quality control, and issues certifications. The Ministry of Health 

develops standards for poultry and milk processing.

5. In 2011-2012, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries, Industry and Small Business 

Development; in 2009-2011, the Ministry of Agriculture.



Box 1: The Barbados Agricultural Development and Marketing Corporation (BADMC)
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The Barbados Agricultural Development and Market-
ing Corporation (BADMC) is a state-owned enterprise 
that receives off-budget financing and is involved 
both in regulation and commercial activity. BADMC 
operates the irrigation development program.

BADMC’s commercial State Trading Enterprise is 
engaged in meat and vegetables trading, includ-
ing: poultry parts, onions, local beef products, local 
black belly lamb cuts, cassava, and sweet potato and 
breadfruit flours. BADMC is the sole state trading en-
terprise for poultry and onions. 

BADMC sells the following inputs to farmers:

• Seeds

• Fertilizers

• Insecticides

• Herbicides

• Fungicides

• Spraying equipment

• Drip irrigation equipment

The structure of BADMC is presented below:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DEPUTY  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE  

OFFICER

FINANCE AND 
ACCOUNTS  

FINANCE MANAGER

AIRPORT SHOPS 
AIRPORT MANAGER

FOOD PROMOTION  
UNIT 

FOOD PROMOTION 
OFFICER

AGRICULTURAL 
SERVICES 

AGRICULTURAL 
SERVICES MANAGER

IRRIGATION 
ENGINEERING UNIT 

IRRIGATION ENGINEER

PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL OFFICER

ADMINISTRATION
ADMIN OFFICER II

SECURITY SERVICES
CHIEF SECURITY 

OFFICER

EXTENSION SERVICES  
CHIEF EXTENSION 

OFFICER

MARKETING AND  
COLD STORAGE  

MARKETING  
MANAGER

COLD STORAGE 
AND MEAT SECTION

LAND FOR THE 
LANDLESS



Figure 9: Share of agriculture-related expenditures in total budget expenditures in Barbados (%)
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1.4. BUDGET TRANSFERS TO AGRICULTURE
Policy goals and budgeting are disconnected
The link between the medium-term goals and strategies de-

scribed in the previous section and the annual budget allocations 

is weak. None of the documents listed above has a budgeting 

section. The budget classification remained unchanged for the 

period of study. 

Share of agriculture in budget increased 
Budget transfers to agriculture increased significantly over the 

past 5 years, as did the share of agriculture in the total budget 

expenditures of Barbados (Figure 8). Section 3.3.2 provides a de-

tailed analysis of the composition of and trends in budget trans-

fers to agriculture. 

Source: Calculated from the Accountant General’s Reports (various years).
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The budget lacks transparency
Many grants and subsidies are distributed through the Agricul-

tural Development Fund (ADF) and other revolving funds, there-

fore, the amount of total transfers to agriculture may differ from 

the official budget reports.

BADMC’s budget lacks transparency; more detailed reporting 

of its budget, transfers, and activities, as well as regular perfor-

mance evaluations, is recommended.
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2. AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL  
DEVELOPMENT POLICY

2.1. OVERVIEW OF POLICY  
PROGRAMS AND ACTIONS
Public policy support in Barbados is provided in the form of 

machinery and equipment costs compensation (“Incentive Pro-

gram”), income tax and import duty (for inputs) concessions, and 

subsidized loans, as well as information and extension services.
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Barbados actively cooperates with  
international organizations (FAO, IDB, IICA)  
to develop its policy programs
The FAO Country Programming Framework (CPF) 2012-2016, 

co-funded by the Government of Barbados, the EU, the In-

ter-American Development Bank, and the Caribbean Develop-

ment Bank, is focused on strengthening institutions and capacity 

building in research, plant and animal health, food safety, and mar-

keting, the areas crucial for long-term sustainable development.

Barbados and FAO have worked together to develop a nation-

al Food and Nutrition Security Policy and Action Plan (FAO and 

Government of Barbados, 2012). Barbados participates in FAO’s 

regional initiatives, such as support to the cassava (Promotion 

and Marketing of Cassava, started in 2014) and small ruminants 

sectors’ development. FAO’s Food Zone Project was initiated in 

2013, focused on the development of certain land areas desig-

nated for exclusive agricultural use. 

Programs for developing value-added products from non-tradi-

tional commodities (cassava and breadfruit), implemented with 

the assistance of FAO and other international organizations, de-

liver benefits to those sub-sectors. At the same time, producers 

of non-traditional crops still suffer from a lack of research and 

development, poor marketing systems, and strong competition 

from imports.

Domestic policy is focused on market access, 
research and development, infrastructure 
development, and food safety
The Government of Barbados has developed a vast program of 

various incentives to agriculture and is constantly expanding this 

program (Box 2). These incentives are provided for export pro-

motion, irrigation and other on-farm infrastructure development, 

research and development, and implementation of best practices 

in post-harvest technology. 
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Box 2: Overview of agricultural incentives development (2001-2015)

In 2001, incentives included price support for cotton 
and sugar farmers, technical assistance and training, 
and (mostly) compensation of the costs of post-har-
vest on-farm structures,6 export promotion and pro-
ductivity enhancement measures, organic farming, 
farm security systems, and soil conservation measures 
(see Table 3). Local market expansion measures in-
cluded the requirement to supply 60 percent of the 
school meal program with local milk, meat, and fresh 
produce. The Land for the Landless Programme, which 
provides land, training, extension, and other services to 
farmers who cannot obtain land on market conditions, 
was also established in 2001.

From 2002 on, the pig and poultry industries were men-
tioned in policy documents among the priority sectors. 
Irrigation systems refurbishing was also a policy focus. 

In 2003, milk producers were included in the incentive 
schemes. Disaster relief measures were first proposed 
in 2004. In 2006, additional measures for the sugar in-
dustry and milk support were proposed, including a 
US$150 million project for sugarcane electricity, eth-
anol and refined sugar production, and the establish-
ment of the Dairy Board.

6. A percent share of costs or amount to be compensated and 
the maximum amount per farmer and year is declared in the 
Agricultural Incentive Program.

In 2007, in addition to continued measures of sup-
port to the sugar and dairy sub-sectors, a National 
Agricultural Health and Food Control Authority was 
announced.

In 2008, the information system for agriculture was 
modernized. An incentive scheme was modified so 
that farmers could receive subsidies up front, before 
costs were incurred. A new program and incentives 
for irrigation were introduced. BADMC received a 
new function, becoming a supplier of inputs to farm-
ers. Support to youth in agriculture increased. Infra-
structure development was supported by granting 
duty-free concessions on imports of equipment and 
machinery used for storage and marketing facilities. 

In 2010, water rates were reduced and water for ir-
rigation began to be measured separately. In 2013, a 
major policy development was the beginning of the 
sugar industry restructuring. The incentive program 
for local hotels to use more local produce was also 
initiated, whereby tax incentives and waivers to the 
tourism sector are tied to proof of using local pro-
duce suppliers. In 2015, additional actions to support 
the dairy industry were proposed.

Source: Barbados Financial Statements and Budgetary Proposals: Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Affairs, various years; Agricultural Incentive Program: Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food, Fisheries and Water Resource Management, 2016.

Agricultural Policy Takes Climate  
Change Issues into Account
Barbados partnered with the United Nations Environment Pro-

gramme (UNEP) in its efforts to transform Barbados into an envi-

ronmentally friendly economy. A Green Economy Scoping Study 

(GESS) started in 2009 and indicated agriculture as one of the target 

areas for transformation into a green economy (Moore et al., 2014). 

The programs and actions for public support to agriculture are 

summarized in Table 3.



Policy

Agricultural Incentive  
Program 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agricultural Concessions 
Program

Export  
Promotion

Tax concessions 
 
 

Subsidized loans 

Import duties 
 

Agriculture Health  
and Food Control  
Programme  

Infrastructure  
development 
 

Marketing  
and promotion 

State participation  
in trade

Land for the Landless  
Programme

Scotland District  
Development 

Training 

Sugar industry support 
 
 

Dairy industry incentives 
 

Cotton Research & Development Fund

Investment in non-sugar  
crop production

Farm to Hotel incentive schemes 

Partial compensation of the costs of:
• Spraying and weed control equipment (50% cost rebate).
• Irrigation systems (50-75% cost compensation).
• Pasture development (per-hectare cost rebate).
• Orchard development.
• Organic farming certification.
• Agricultural and agro-processing machinery cost compensation.
• Land cultivation (per-hectare subsidies and cost rebates).
• Resource protection subsidies.
• Livestock development.
• Post-harvest infrastructure support and costs compensation.
• Farm security (50%).

• Duty-free import of agricultural inputs, including live animals, planting materials, fertilizers  
and other chemicals, and machinery and equipment.

• International transportation costs compensation for primary agricultural products (30%, max. Bds$10,000);
• Compensation of 75% of the costs of feasibility studies, new market evaluations, and quality assurance scheme implementation.

Income tax deductions:
• The amount equal to the following percentages of capital expenditures on agricultural machinery  

(new or imported into Barbados for the first time) can be deducted from taxable income: sugarcane harvesters,  
10% or 15%; other machinery, 18%; sugar refining machinery, 40%.

Subsidized loans through the Agricultural Development Fund (ADF) at preferential interest rates  
(6.5%, compared to average commercial banks’ prime loan rate of 8.2%).

• Average applied tariff for agricultural goods is 33.9%;
• Some commodities receive very high border protection: whole chicken, 184%; sweet potatoes and cassava, 160%;  

milk, 141% (cheese, 0%); beans, 40%; cotton, 5%.

Co-funded by the IDB (US$28 mln total cost):
• Management reform;
• Review of existing food safety legislation;
• Upgrade of existing laboratory facilities.

• Irrigation and water systems are operated by BADMC; 
• Investments in on-farm irrigation are subsidized;
• The Rural Development Commission provides loans and technical assistance for rural housing and small businesses;
• Grants to the Barbados Agricultural Society through MAFFW.

• The BADMC Food Promotion Unit researches, develops, and organizes the processing and marketing for local  
produce in order to create value-added products from cassava, breadfruit, and sweet potato;

• Farmers’ markets are operated by MAFFW.

• BADMC is a trader of poultry and onions and an exporter of cotton;
• Output is sold by farmers to BAMC for further marketing.

• Land lease or license arrangements to farmers who otherwise would not be able to access land;
• Technical support, infrastructure, extension services, and marketing assistance are provided.

• Grants for agricultural projects in the Scotland District;
• 10-year tax holiday for investments in fruit production, processing, and marketing;
• Orchard development subsidy (Bds$5 per tree for a maximum of 1,000 trees per farmer).

4-H Youth Programme:
• Promotes involvement of young people in agriculture.

• Cane Replanting Incentive Scheme Programme: Per-acre subsidy for planted cane (Bds$550 per acre for force-back  
planting and Bds$450 per acre for conventional planting of sugarcane);

• Sugar producer BAMC receives grants compensating their losses;
• Cane industry restructuring: BCIC received financing for developing a sugar and energy producing facility.

Dairy fixed costs rebate: 
• 25% for the components of dairy housing, maximum of Bds$40,000; 
• 40% of the cost of components for a milking parlor, maximum Bds$60,000.

• Grants to research institutions for cotton studies.

• US$10 mln production grant incentive initiative (2014);
• Tax holidays for investment in cotton.

• Tying tourism incentives to increased use of local produce (starting in 2013-14).

Description
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Table 3: Agricultural public support programs in Barbados (2011-2016)

Source: Author’s compilation.
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2.2. AGRICULTURAL INCENTIVE PROGRAM
The Agricultural Incentive Program provides 
compensation of the costs of fixed inputs, 
investments in infrastructure, and encourages 
organic farming and innovations
Incentives to farmers are mostly provided in the form of com-

pensation for equipment and machinery costs. The cotton and 

sugar industries continue to be the focus of public policy efforts; 

however, their importance to the Barbadian economy is dimin-

ishing with root crops and other value crops taking their place. 

In addition to providing cost compensation and per-hectare 

payments to farmers, the government, through the Agricultural 

Incentive Program, encourages environmentally friendly, sus-

tainable production and management practices; supports export 

promotion, irrigation, and other on-farm infrastructure develop-

ment; and supports innovations, advanced technology adoption, 

and implementation of best practices in post-harvest manage-

ment. According to FAO’s assessment, the Incentive Program 

contributed significantly to technological advancements in the 

sector (FAO and Government of Barbados, 2012). 

Subsidies are distributed by the ADF  
and farmers’ registration is required
The Agricultural Development Fund (ADF) was established to 

provide incentives to farmers: they must apply to the ADF in or-

der to receive these incentives. To become eligible for incentives, 

the farmers must be registered with the Agricultural Services Unit 

of the Ministry of Agriculture. An extension officer visits the farm 

to confirm the eligibility of the costs before compensation.

2.3. SUBSIDIZED LOANS
Loans and grants from the ADF contribute  
to the amount of support to agriculture
Subsidized loans are provided through the Agricultural Develop-

ment Fund (ADF), managed by Enterprise Growth Fund Limited, 

which was established in 2001 (L.R.O. 2002. Chapter 252b, 2002). 
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The ADF provides loans for working capital, new technology, and 

implementing best practices in agriculture and fisheries, as well 

as incentives, technical assistance, and grants to the agricultur-

al sector. The loan size ranges between Bds$50,000 and Bds$1 

million. The loan portfolio is divided into so-called social and 

commercial loans, where support to farmers is considered a so-

cial grant and commercial loans are for-profit activities for the 

fund. Collateral is required for all loans.

Loans are issued at preferential interest rates (6.5 percent, com-

pared to the average commercial banks’ prime loan rate of 8.2 

percent) with a maturity period of 7 years or less. Loans for up to 

10 years are also available, but the interest rate for years 8 to 10 

is higher. The eligibility of any proposed project for financing is 

determined by the MAFFW on a case-by-case basis. 

Loans are distributed among a limited  
number of borrowers
In 2014, the ADF approved only one loan of Bds$400,000, while 

in 2013, it made 6 loans amounting to Bds$701,000. In 2015-

2016, seven applications were received, of which three, with a 

total value of Bds$510,000, were approved. Recorded loan dis-

bursements for 2013 and 2014 amounted to Bds$501,000 and 

Bds$351,000, respectively. Grants distributed by the ADF varied 

from Bds$13.6 million in 2013 to Bds$0.8 million in 2014. There 

were no capital injections to the fund in 2014 (Table 4). The ADF 

also opens lines of credit for parastatals.

This complicated and non-transparent system of financing sup-

port to agriculture creates difficulties in estimating the total value 

of transfers to the sector and makes it hard to assess the efficien-

cy of the funds’ distribution. There is no long- or even mid-term 

planning of the capital injections in the parastatals, and the fi-

nancing is very volatile.
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Table 4: ADF loans and grants (Bds$)

Source: Enterprise Growth Fund Limited Annual Report, 2014.

2.4. PRICE CONTROLS AND STATE TRADING
Price controls were in effect during  
the period of study
The wholesale and retail prices of chicken wings, chicken backs 

and necks, turkey wings, and regular sugar were state-controlled 

during the period of study, but that regulation, aimed at protect-

ing local consumers, has since been discontinued. At the same 

time, there was a tendency to substitute the production and im-

port of the regulated commodities with similar, non-regulated 

types of products, i.e., differently cut chicken meat.

Revolving lines of credit at year-end
Exclusive Cottons of the Caribbean Inc. 6.5%

Barbados Pig Farmers Co-op Society 3%

Barbados Agricultural Development  
and Marketing Corporation

Grants disbursed
Barbados Agricultural Development  
and Marketing Corporation

Barbados Agricultural Management Co. Ltd. 

Barbados Cane Industry Corporation

Barbados Agricultural Society

Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries  
and Water Resource Management

Barbados Cotton Industry

Southern Meats Inc.

TOTAL GRANTS
loans
Approved 

Disbursed Commercial

Disbursed Social Projects

Budget funds received
Capital from the Government

504,136

0

65,000 

0

 
7,779,868

—

10,500

—

 
250,000

838,491

8,878,859

—

—

—

0

2009

504,136

75,000

65,000 

598,160

 
9,896,143

—

0

—

 
—

500,000

10,994,303

430,000

810,000

11,880,000

11,849,330

2010

504,136

61,147

— 

—

 
2,576,036

—

—

—

 
—

—

2,576,036

4,600,000

600,000

2,580,000

4,000,000

2011

504,136

33,527

65,000

 

1,000,000

 
3,498,000

0

99,287

0

 
—

—

4,597,287

65,000

3,350,000

6,100,000

13,102,000

2012

504,136

—

3,647

 

—

 
6,808,074

2,910,000

713

3,893,750

 
—

—

13,610,000

701,000

501,000

—

4,000,000

2013

504,136

—

3,647

 

726,685

 
—

60,858

6,000

—

 
—

—

793,543

400,000

351,000

—

0

2014
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Government and state-owned enterprises are 
involved in commercial activity in Barbados,  
thus affecting the agricultural and food markets
The Barbados Agricultural Development and Marketing Corpora-

tion (BADMC) is the sole state trading enterprise for poultry (HS 

0207) and onions (HS 0703.101). It imports onions free of duty 

to stabilize local prices. Processors are allowed to import these 

commodities independently by obtaining a license from BADMC, 

which is issued for a given quantity established based on their 

production capacity.

2.5. AGRO-FOOD TRADE POLICY  
AND REGULATIONS
Barbados is an active party  
in various trade agreements
Barbados is a founding member of CARICOM and participates 

in the CARICOM Single Market and Economy (CSME). Barbados 

has been a WTO member since 1995 and ratified the CARIFO-

RUM-EU Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) in 2014 (to re-

place the ACP grouping and Cotonou Agreement).

Barbados has bilateral CARICOM trade agreements with Colom-

bia, Cuba, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela 

and must reciprocate the tariffs of those countries, with the ex-

ception of Venezuela (World Trade Organization, 2014).

Table 5: Regulated prices in Barbados (Bds$)

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries and Water Resource Management. 

Commodity

Chicken wings

Chicken backs and necks

Turkey wings

Regular sugar

Wholesale

4.28 per kg or 1.94 per lb

1.76 per kg or 0.80 per lb

6.05 per kg

1.38 per kg or 0.63 per lb

Retail

5.36 per kg or 2.43 per lb

2.29 per kg or 1.04 per lb

8.05 per kg

1.52 per kg or 0.69 per lb
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Barbados is a party to the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), which 

provides duty-free access to the United States market subject 

to rules of origin, and the Caribbean-Canada Trade Agreement 

(CARIBCAN), which provides duty-free access to Canadian markets. 

Barbados is an active participant of the CARICOM Regional Or-

ganisation for Standards and Quality (CROSQ), responsible for 

the harmonization and implementation of standards across the 

Community. 

Import protection is higher  
than CARICOM average
In 2000, Barbados applied a WTO-compliant tariff regime, with 

most of the agricultural commodities’ tariffs bound at 100 per-

cent. Barbados’ average applied tariff is 15.9 percent, and 33.9 

percent for agricultural goods, which is higher than the CAR-

ICOM average (Table 5). Some agricultural tariffs reach 216 per-

cent. CARICOM’s Common External Tariff (CET) is capped at 

20 percent for industrial goods and 40 percent for agricultural 

goods, but it is applied in Barbados with some exceptions.

The commodities included in the analysis in this study receive very 

high border protection: the tariff on poultry meat reaches 184 

percent, beans 40 percent, sweet potatoes and cassava 160 per-

cent, milk 141 percent (cheese 0 percent), and cotton 5 percent.

A VAT rate of 17.5 percent is applied on top of the customs duty. 

Basic food items such as frozen meat, fish, potatoes, onions, cit-

rus fruits, rice, and sugarcane, sold by farmers to the Barbados 

Agricultural Management Company Ltd., are taxed at a zero rate. 

Starting September 1, 2015, a new VAT basket of basic food items 

was adopted and many previously zero-rated food items be-

came subject to VAT. Exports of goods are also zero-rated (Value 

Added Tax Act (Amendment) of 2011). 

Twenty-four Harmonized System (HS) categories of products 

have import quotas under the special safeguards regime, includ-

ing meat, milk, and vegetables. 

Import permits are required  
for meat and plants
Sanitary restrictions are in place for the importation of animals, 

meat, and meat products. Import permits are required for plants 

and plant products, creating additional protection of the do-

mestic markets.
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Import duty concessions are an incentive  
for agriculture
The concessions allowing duty-free imports are applicable to 

the following items: live animals, planting material, machinery 

and equipment, agricultural chemicals, veterinary medicaments, 

hand tools, irrigation machinery and equipment, and inputs for 

organic farming. Some vehicles and other inputs may be eligible 

if approved by the MAFFW.

Export Regulations
Export promotion requires farmers’ contribution
Export promotion is among the policy priorities in Barbados and 

is focused on access to markets, including value chain strength-

ening through international transportation costs compensation 

for primary agricultural products (30 percent, max. Bds$10,000) 

and through compensation of 75 percent of the costs of fea-

sibility studies, new market evaluations, and quality assurance 

scheme implementation.

Exporters and suppliers to the hospitality sector also receive 

loans from the Export Development Fund (renamed the Agricul-

tural Payment Guarantee Fund).

Table 6: Tariffs applied by Barbados on agricultural imports (2014)

Source: World Trade Organization, 2014.

Description
Total
WTO Agriculture

• Animals and products thereof

• Dairy products

• Fruit, vegetables, and plants

• Coffee and tea

• Cereals and preparations

• Oil seeds, fats and oils, and their products

• Sugars and confectionary

• Beverages, spirits, and tobacco

• Cotton

• Other agricultural products n.e.s.

# of lines
6,507
1,119

161

24

347

30

135

95

22

146

6

153

Average (%)
15.9
33.9

63.7

46.3

37.4

17.5

20.7

21.2

23.9

45.5

5

9.4

Range (%)
0–216
0–216

0–184

0–141

0–216

 5–40

0–135

0–158

5–60

5–141

5–5

0–40

Variance
1.6
1.3

1.1

1.3

1.1

0.7

1.1

1.3

0.7

0.9

0

1.3

Bound average (%)
82.3
111

135

115.4

107.9

100

100.3

133.9

105

102.2

100

99.6
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Export promotion efforts led to the expansion of value-added 

crops exports, however, compliance with international food 

safety requirements still needs a lot of attention. While there 

were no reported rejections of Barbadian exports, food safety 

issues limit Barbadian companies’ access to international mar-

kets.7,8 The government is reforming the system of safety control 

in order to incorporate preventive, rather than reactive, actions, 

which will involve better practices along the whole value chain. 

The system of food product traceability, while included in mid-

term plans, has not been established yet.

Cotton exporters are taxed: exported cotton is subject to a levy 

(Bds$0.17 per pound), which goes to the Barbados Cotton Grow-

ers’ Association.

2.6. FISCAL POLICY: TAX CONCESSIONS
Up to 15-year tax holidays are available  
to investors in agriculture
The following fiscal incentives are available for the agri-food sector:

1.  Investment Allowance. Reduces the value of assets imported  

into Barbados for the first time:

• By 40 percent in the case of the manufacturing and refining of 

sugar and the manufacturing of products from clay or limestone.

• In general by 20 percent. 

2. Agricultural Cash Rebate (Income Tax Allowance). Agricultur-

al businesses can claim a rebate on agricultural machinery (new 

or imported into Barbados for the first time). The amount equal 

to the following percentage of the capital expenditure can be 

deducted from taxable income:

• Sugarcane harvesters: 10 percent or 15 percent.

• Other machinery: 18 percent.

• Sugar refining machinery: 40 percent.

7. According to the Barbados Delegation of the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation 

on Agriculture (IICA), many companies do not have access to international markets due 

to incompliance (IICA, 2016).

8. EPA implementation unit representatives in Barbados mentioned that SPS and food 

safety issues are a major limiting factor for exports from Barbados to the EU (CARICOM 

Secretariat, 2012).
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3. Export Allowance. Sugar exporters (outside CARICOM, not re-

ceiving benefits under the Fiscal Incentives Act, 1974) benefit 

from a reduced tax on profits from exports. A cumulative tax 

rate of 2.8 percent is applied if the company exports more than 

80 percent of its products.

4. Fiscal Incentives. The Fiscal Incentives Act provides to manu-

facturers of an “approved product” (including investors in new 

technology in agriculture) a full exemption from taxes and du-

ties for varying periods, up to a maximum of 15 years.

Income tax holidays for 10 years are provided to investors in cot-

ton production, processing, and marketing and to investors in 

fruit production in the Scotland District.

At present, it was not possible to obtain information on the mon-

etary value of the transfers farmers received in the form of fiscal 

incentives. If this information becomes available, it will be includ-

ed in the quantitative analysis in section 4.1, which will increase 

the estimates of support.

2.7. FOOD SAFETY AND  
INSPECTION SERVICES
Food safety control system, veterinary, and 
phytosanitary services are being reformed with 
the goal of ensuring food safety and quality
The Plant Protection Section and Veterinary Services within the 

Ministry of Agriculture are responsible for sanitary and phytosanitary 

(SPS) issues. The quarantine service mostly controls the risks of in-

troduction of pests and diseases from other countries into Barbados.

The National Agricultural Health and Food Control System has 

been undergoing updates since 2007 in order to meet interna-

tional standards. The MAFFW is in the process of establishing a 

National Agricultural Health and Food Control Agency (NAHFCA) 

to take over responsibility for sanitary and phytosanitary control 

and ensure compliance with international standards (World Trade 

Organization, 2014).

The IDB-funded US$28 million Agriculture Health and Food Control 

Programme has been implemented to create an agricultural health 

and food control system in compliance with international standards.
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2.8. RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT 

2.8.1. Irrigation

Irrigation and water systems are operated by BADMC; 
investments in on-farm irrigation are subsidized
Agricultural policy has included irrigation systems development 

since the 1980s. The BADMC Irrigation Unit is responsible for the 

operation and maintenance of irrigation systems and irrigation wa-

ter supply to farmers. BADMC performs routine maintenance of 

the irrigation system and meter readings. It offers compensation 

for irrigation equipment purchasing costs9 and subsidized water for 

irrigation. Irrigation equipment can be imported free of import du-

ties. The amount of the transfer to the producer from the irrigation 

water subsidy was not identifiable in the budget data.

2.8.2. Rural Development Program

Rural development is financed under  
the Rural Development Program
The Program’s objectives include:

• Improving the quality of life in rural areas.

• Sustainable development in agriculture.

• Increasing the output of agricultural products.

The Rural Development Commission (RDC) operates a rural en-

terprise fund that provides loan financing for rural development, 

mainly for small agricultural business, as well as for other busi-

ness enterprises in rural areas. The number of enterprise loans 

decreased from 67 in 2013 to 45 in 2014.

The MAFFW’s Soil Conservation Unit is responsible for the Scot-

land District development.

9. Since 1999, farmers have been able to receive a subsidy for installing the approved 

irrigation systems (50-75 percent, maximum Bds$60,000 for one farmer, Bds$72,000 

if two farmers share the system). In 2008, a subsidy of 50 percent of the costs (max. 

Bds$7,500 per farm per annum) of cleaning, drainage, and refurbishment of existing 

farm wells was introduced.



Figure 10: Rural enterprise fund loans by use (%) 2014

Livestock (pig, poultry) 32%

Small Ruminants 1%

Manufacturing 8%

Services (retail,taxi, 
cosmetology, 
motorcycle repair) 21%

Vegetable Production 21%

Fishing 10%

Baking 6%

Banana Production 1%
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2.9. MARKETING AND PROMOTION
Government relies on public companies for 
marketing agricultural commodities
The government’s marketing policy is mainly implemented by 

BADMC. It operates the Southern Farmers’ Market for local farm-

ers. The BADMC Food Promotion Unit researches, develops, and 

organizes the processing and marketing for local produce in 

order to create value-added products from cassava, breadfruit, 

and sweet potato. The government’s marketing efforts are also 

reflected in the food industry-supported “Buy Local” campaign.

Source: Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014.
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2.10. INFORMATION SYSTEM
The information system focuses on volumes and 
price data for crops and lacks financial information
BADMC is responsible for the market information system. Local 

food crop wholesale and retail prices are obtained from local 

supermarkets on a weekly basis and published by BADMC. BAD-

MC used to collect data on prices paid to farmers, but this was 

discontinued due to a lack of resources.

The Barbados Agricultural Statistical Information Service (BASIS) 

was initiated in 1982 and provides weekly and monthly produc-

tion data for most crops and livestock commodities as well as 

price data for selected root crops and vegetables. It also provides 

local and regional market reports and forecasts.

However, the information system mostly focuses on vegetables 

and root crops. No price information on livestock is included in 

the system, though the dairy and small ruminants sub-sectors 

are named among the policy priorities. The system provides no 

financial information, such as the costs of production and farm-

ing inputs, profitability, and other key financial measures. The 

historical data required for policy analysis is also missing. 
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3.1. METHODOLOGY
The application of the Producer Support Estimate (PSE) meth-

odology developed by the OECD (OECD, 2010) provides a stan-

dardized quantitative method to measure support provided to 

the agricultural sector. The OECD has used this method to de-

velop official calculations for various countries since 1987.

The methodology comprises a set of indicators measuring the 

transfers to and from economic agents as a result of agricultural 

3. EVALUATION OF SUPPORT TO AGRICULTURE
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policy. Transfers to agricultural producers that benefit individual 

farmers or groups of farmers are measured by the Producer Sup-

port Estimate (PSE). Transfers that benefit the agricultural sector as 

a whole, rather than individual farmers, are measured by the Gen-

eral Services Support Estimate (GSSE). Transfers to the first con-

sumers of agricultural production (agro-processors) are includ-

ed in Consumer Support Estimate (CSE). PSE, GSSE, and budget 

transfers to CSE are combined to provide a measurement of total 

policy transfers to the agricultural sector called the Total Support 

Estimate (TSE). Single commodity transfers (SCT) estimate the ef-

fect of the support policy on individual commodities. PSE, CSE, 

and SCT are often measured in percentage form. PSE% and SCT% 

measure the share of transfers in total farm receipts (from output 

sales plus budget transfers); CSE% measures the share of transfers 

to (from) consumers in consumption expenditures at farm gate. 

See Annex 1 for the glossary of the indicators used in this section.

The PSE indicator measures transfers to producers arising from 

agricultural policy and focuses on two components of support: 

1) support to producer prices, measured by Market Price Support 

(MPS), and 2) support through budget transfers (BT). The price 

support policy analysis is based on comparing observed market 

conditions with a benchmark situation. The aggregated effect of 

the policy in the supply-demand model is measured by the price 

ratios in situations with and without the program. Thus, output 

producers’ prices (farm gate prices) are compared with the pric-

es that would be expected if there were no policy interventions, 

e.g., market equilibrium, or reference prices. The effect of the 

public policy is measured by the difference between market and 

reference prices. If the difference between market and reference 

output prices is positive, it means that the policy causes benefits 

to producers. If negative, it means that the policy is leading to an 

implicit taxation of farmers.

3.2. DATA DESCRIPTION
This study covers the period of 2010-2014. This is the first at-

tempt to include Barbados in the Agrimonitor list of countries for 

the estimation of the level of support to agriculture. The selec-

tion of commodities for analysis includes both standard Market 

Price Support (MPS) commodities, for comparison with the rest 

of the Agrimonitor database, and commodities that are the fo-

cus of government policy, such as roots and vegetables. OECD 

recommends that the average share of the sum of the values of 

the selected set of representative commodities (MPS commod-

ities) in the total value of agricultural production for the last 3 
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years be no less than 70 percent, and the share of each selected 

commodity be bigger than 1 percent. The representative set of 

commodities selected in Barbados is presented in Figure 11. The 

average share of MPS commodities in Barbados’ value of produc-

tion for the past 3 years reached 75.4 percent. The major share 

of the value of agricultural output in Barbados comes from sug-

ar and livestock production. At the same time, the government 

set the goal of occupying regional high value-added crops niche 

markets: while those commodities’ share in total production is 

lower than that of the traditional crops, they have been included 

in the analysis as it is very valuable to understand the structure 

and trends of support to those sub-sectors. Some commodities 

initially selected for analysis have been excluded due to lack of 

available data: eggs, breadfruit, and onions are examples.

Production data was obtained from the Economic and Social Re-

port (2014 and earlier issues), and for sugar, from the Central Bank 

of Barbados and Barbados Agricultural Management Co. Ltd. 

Producers’ prices for crops are the wholesale prices reported by 

the MAFFW; farm gate prices for crops were not collected in Bar-

bados in the period of study. However, since farmers sell their 

produce directly on those markets, and the distance from farm 

to market is not very far, the wholesale price can be considered 

an appropriate proxy for the farm gate price. For poultry, farm 

gate prices were calculated from the observed wholesale price 

provided by the MAFFW. For cassava, milk, and cotton, farm gate 

prices were reported by the MAFFW.

Reference prices are average export and import unit values for ex-

ported and imported commodities, respectively, with the excep-

tion of cassava (for which the export price from Brazil was used), 

yam (for which the Jamaica reference price was used), poultry (for 

which the US producer price of poultry, marketing year weight-

ed average, adjusted for transportation costs was used) and milk, 

where an implicit milk reference price was calculated. The aver-

age unit values at the border were adjusted for marketing margins 

(processing, transportation, and handling costs) in order to ensure 

comparability with the observed farm gate prices.

The exchange rate of the Barbados dollar is tied to the US dol-

lar, and experts agree that it has resulted in an overvaluation of 

the national currency (World Trade Organization, 2014). The IMF 

indicates a moderate overvaluation, within a range of 2.5-8.0 

percent from its equilibrium level (IMF, 2014). The overvaluation 

of the currency means that the PSE underestimates the level of 

support. However, since the overvaluation is not very noticeable, 

no adjustments to the exchange rate have been made in this 

The exchange rate of  
the Barbados dollar  
is tied to the US dollar, 
and experts agree that 
it has resulted in an 
overvaluation of the 
national currency



Figure 11: Share of MPS commodities of total value of agricultural production in Barbados (%, 3-year average, 2012-2014)
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study, both because no conventional alternative exchange rate 

for this period was available, and in order to ensure comparabil-

ity within the Agrimonitor database.

Since a small share of local cassava and cotton output is used for 

animal feed, the Excess Feed Costs (EFC) adjustment has been 

made to exclude double counting of support to crops consumed 

by livestock.

3.3. RESULTS: LEVEL AND STRUCTURE  
OF SUPPORT TO PRODUCERS
Support to producers is high
The total value of the transfers farmers in Barbados received 

as a result of agricultural support policy was, on average, 33.4 

percent of total farm receipts in the latest 3 years covered by 

the study (2012-2014). For most Latin American and Caribbean 

countries, the role of MPS is decreasing over time. For Barbados, 

the trend in the composition of support is unusual: while MPS is 

decreasing, its share of total PSE increased in 2014 as the role of 

direct support from budget to producers diminished (Figure 12). 

Source: Author’s estimates based on Economic and Social Report data, various years. 



Figure 12: Producer Support Estimate composition in Barbados (2011-2014)
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Price support is a main form of support, 
reflecting high import tariffs and other  
barriers to trade
Market price support is directly affecting production decisions, 

and therefore, potentially distorting markets and trade. On av-

erage, in 2011-2014, MPS represented 72 percent of the nation-

al PSE. Budget transfers, on the other hand, decreased in 2014. 

Transfers to agricultural producers individually resulting from ag-

ricultural policy, as measured by PSE, reached Bds$44.5 million, 

or US$22.2 million in 2014 (Table 7). The value of MPS has been 

decreasing steadily since 2011, and budget transfers to individual 

producers were volatile and consisted mostly of grants to sugar 

producers, which decreased sharply in 2014.

While the size of the agricultural sector is relatively small in Bar-

bados, the percent share of the transfers in total farm receipts is 

one of the highest in the region and higher than in the EU, United 

States, and Canada (Figure 13). 

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 13: PSE% in Barbados and other countries, average value for 2012-2014*
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3.3.1. SUPPORT TO PRODUCERS BY COMMODITY 

Poultry, milk, and sugar were the most  
supported commodities
The level of support to agricultural producers in Barbados is 

highly dependent on the level of support to the poultry, milk, 

and sugar sub-sectors, since their contribution to the total value 

of output is high. Looking at the levels of MPS in monetary value 

and at producers’ SCT in percentage form by commodity reveals 

that while support to livestock and sugar dominates in the com-

position of the country’s MPS, other crops receive higher sup-

port in terms of the share of their gross receipts (i.e., yams, sweet 

potatoes, and tomatoes in some years (Figure 14, Figure 15)).

* Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, and OECD countries 2013-2015; Uruguay 2011-
2013; Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Honduras 2010-2012; El Salvador 2011-2012; Guatemala 
2009-2011; Nicaragua 2009-2010; Bolivia 2008-2009. Source: Author’s estimates.



Indicator
I. Total value of production (at farm gate)

I.1. of which, share of MPS commodities (%)
II. Total value of consumption (at farm gate)

II.1. of which, share of MPS commodities
III.1. Producer Support Estimate (PSE)

A. Support based on commodity outputs
A.1. Market Price Support  

• Sugarcane
• Beans (string)
• Sweet Potatoes
• Yams
• Tomatoes
• Cotton
• Milk
• Poultry (chicken)
• Cassava
• Non-MPS commodities

A.2. Payments based on output 
B. Payments based on input use

B.1. Variable input use
B.2. Fixed capital formation
B.3. On-farm services

C. Payments based on current A/An/R/I, production required
C.1. Based on current receipts/income
C.2. Based on current area/animal number

D. Payments based on non-current A/An/R/I, production required
E. Payments based on non-current A/An/R/I, production not required
F. Payments based on non-commodity criteria
G. Miscellaneous payments

III.2. Percentage PSE  
IV. General Services Support Estimate (GSSE)

H. Agricultural knowledge and innovation system
H.1. Agricultural knowledge generation
H.2. Agricultural knowledge transfer

I. Inspection and control
I.1. Agricultural product safety and inspection
I.2. Pest and disease inspection and control
I.3. Input control

J. Development and maintenance of infrastructure
J.1. Hydrological infrastructure
J.2. Storage, marketing, and other physical infrastructure
J.3. Institutional infrastructure
J.4. Farm restructuring

K. Marketing and promotion
L. Cost of public stockholding
M. Miscellaneous

V.1. Consumer Support Estimate (CSE)
O. Transfers to producers from consumers (-)

O.1. of which, share of MPS commodities (%)
P. Other transfers from consumers (-)

P.1. of which, share of MPS commodities (%)
Q. Transfers to consumers from taxpayers

Q.1.Commodity specific transfers to consumers
Q.2. Non-commodity specific transfers to consumers

R. Excess feed costs  
V.2. Percentage CSE   
V.3. Consumer NAC   
VI.1. Total Support Estimate (TSE)

S. Transfers from consumers  
T. Transfers from taxpayers
U. Budget revenues (-)   

VI.2. Percentage TSE

Unit
Bds$ mln

%
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln

 
 

Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln

 % 
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln

%
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln
Bds$ mln

%

2011
 145.20 
 71.34 

 152.01 
 108.44 
 59.26 
 46.24 
 46.24 
 1.53 
 1.10 
 0.36 
 0.45 
 2.85 

 (0.05)
 5.32 

 21.61 
 (0.18)
 13.25 

 -   
 12.94 
 2.58 
 9.54 
 0.82 
 0.08 

 -   
 0.08 

 -   
 -   
 -   
 -   

 37.47 
40.50 
13.23 
  4.86 
  8.37 
  5.37 
  0.52 
  4.84 
       -   
21.90 
       -   
21.90 
       -   

 
       -   

 
 

 (46.92)
 (45.16)
 32.22 
 (6.49)
 4.63 
 4.73 

 4.73 
 (0.01)

 (31.86)
 1.47 

 104.49 
 51.65 
 59.33 
 (6.49)
 1.20 

2012
 138.24 
 79.27 

 144.61 
 114.63 
 58.32 
 44.03 
 44.03 
 2.57 
 0.76 
 3.10 
 0.94 
 3.13 

 (0.04)
 6.59 

 17.87 
 (0.02)
 9.13 

 -   
 13.26 
 3.50 
 9.14 
 0.62 
 0.03 

 -   
 0.03 

 -   
 -   
 -   

 1.00 
 38.49 
39.62 
12.79 
  5.22 
  7.57 
  5.50 
  0.75 
  4.75 
       -   
21.32 
       -   
21.22 
0.10 

 
       -   

 
 

 (43.93)
 (42.42)
 33.63 
 (6.08)
 4.82 
 4.58 

 4.58 
 (0.00)

 (31.37)
 1.46 

 102.51 
 48.50 
 60.09 
 (6.08)
 1.18 

2013
 150.00 
 67.85 

 163.03 
 110.62 
 60.48 
 37.35 
 37.35 
 5.07 
 0.40 
 2.53 
 1.52 
 2.37 

 (0.11)
 3.70 

 10.40 
 (0.53)
 12.01 

 -   
 19.23 
 9.72 
 8.92 
 0.59 
 0.00 

 -   
 0.00 

 -   
 -   
 -   

 3.89 
 35.74 
36.59 
12.10 
  4.99 
  7.11 
  5.13 
  0.75 
  4.38 
       -   
19.36 
       -   
19.36 
 0.00 

 
       -   

 
 

 (36.71)
 (35.73)
 24.24 
 (5.33)
 3.62 
 4.37 

 4.37 
 (0.02)

 (23.13)
 1.30 

 101.44 
 41.06 
 65.71 
 (5.33)
 1.16 

2014
 163.08 
 64.35 

 176.16 
 113.35 
 44.46 
 35.06 
 35.06 
 4.02 
 0.13 
 3.63 
 1.88 
 0.39 

 (0.28)
 4.73 
 8.49 

 (0.44)
 12.50 

 -   
 8.67 
 0.06 
 7.99 
 0.62 
 0.00 

 -   
 0.00 

 -   
 -   
 -   

 0.73 
 25.89 
32.90 
11.55 
  4.54 
  7.01 
  4.70 
  0.68 
  4.01 
       -   
16.65 
       -   
16.64 
 0.01 

 
       -   

 
 

 (31.65)
 (32.61)
 20.98 
 (5.22)
 3.36 
 6.21 

 6.21 
 (0.03)

 (18.62)
 1.23 

 83.57 
 37.83 
 50.96 
 (5.22)
 0.96 
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Table 7: Support Estimate in Barbados (Bds$ mln, 2011-2014)

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 14: Market Price Support by commodity in Barbados (2011-2014, Bds$ mln)

Figure 15: Producers Single Commodity Transfer in Barbados (2011-2014, %)
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Source: Author’s estimates.

Source: Author’s estimates.
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3.3.1.1. SUGAR SUB-SECTOR POLICY ANALYSIS

Policy includes subsidies, per-hectare payments,  
and grants as well as restructuring
The government has been attempting to address the downturn 

in the sugarcane industry (see Box 3) since the 1990s. Sugar pro-

ducers received guaranteed prices as well as technical assistance. 

Since 2006, the government has been considering a US$150 mil-

lion project supporting sugarcane electricity, ethanol, and refined 

sugar production. Incentives for growing fuel cane varieties in 

Barbados were also discussed. The IDB, in its 2011 study of the 

Barbados sugarcane industry, recommended the reorientation of 

Barbados’ sugarcane industry to only produce ethanol.

Sugar trade is regulated
Farmers in Barbados supply sugar to the factories at fixed prices. 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Food, Fisheries and Water Resource 

Management issues export permits for sugar. BAMC is the sole 

importer and exporter of raw sugar. A Bds$0.90 per kg levy is im-

posed on raw sugarcane imports. 

At the same time, incentives for replanting  
promote expansion of production
At the same time, a production stimulating program has been put 

in place: the Cane Replanting Incentive Scheme provides a per-acre 

subsidy for planted cane (Bds$550 per acre for force-back planting 

and Bds$450 per acre for conventional planting of sugarcane).

The Cane Industry Restructuring Project (CIRP), initiated in 1997, 

has been promoted by the Barbados Cane Industry Corpora-

tion (BCIC) since 2007. The project focuses on the production of 

specialty sugar, ethanol, and molasses and the co-generation of 

electricity from bio-mass. It received Bds$1.5 million of financing 

in 2011-12, and the same amount was planned for the project in 

2013; however, only Bds$136,000 was budgeted. In addition, ac-

cording to the annual report of the Enterprise Growth Fund Limited 

on ADF activities, in 2012, the Barbados Cane Industry Corporation 

received a Bds$2.9 million grant from the ADF. The ADF’s report 

does not provide details on the spending of those funds, and no 

performance evaluation report is publicly available.

In spite of its negative returns and unclear prospects, local people 

consider sugarcane growing to be an important part of the rural land-

scape and lifestyle, as well as an important component of crop rota-

tion. However, the taxpayers’ costs of supporting this sub-sector are 

very high (Table 7), and the declining trend in production is irreversible.

In spite of its negative 
returns and unclear 
prospects, local people 
consider sugarcane 
growing to be an 
important part of  
the rural landscape  
and lifestyle, as well as 
an important component 
of crop rotation. 
However, the taxpayers’ 
costs of supporting  
this sub-sector are very 
high, and the declining 
trend in production  
is irreversible



Box 3: Sugar sub-sector characteristics
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Table 8: Budget support to sugar sub-sector (Bds$ thousand)

Source: Barbados Agricultural Management Co. Ltd., various years.

The sugarcane industry is in a deep recession; 
plans for its revival are based on ethanol and 
electricity production.

In the period of study, sugar was produced in 
two factories operated by the Barbados Agricul-
tural Management Company (BAMC). The An-
drews Sugar Factory is now being renovated and 
transformed into a multi-purpose facility. This 
multi-purpose sugar-based project was launched 
in 2013, but because of financing issues it is now 
due for commissioning in 2017. The Portvale Sug-
ar Factory suffered a fire and was not operational 
between November 2013 and March 2014. BAMC 
has its own cane farms and also collects cane 
from independent producers. Sugarcane farmers 
supply cane to the factories at fixed prices.

High costs, reduced export prices, negative 
returns: public support is a precondition for 
the sugar industry’s survival.

The land area under sugarcane cultivation, area 
harvested, and cane production have been de-
clining since the 1960s. In 2014, at 179.7 thousand 
tons, sugarcane production represented only 33 
percent of its level in the year 2000. Productivi-
ty also keeps falling, decreasing from 62.1 t/ha in 
2000 to 48.3 t/ha in 2014, lower than most of the 
world’s sugar producing countries (Figure 25). 

Source Figure 16: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from: http://data.
centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx Barbados Agricultural Management Co. Ltd., various years. 
Source Figure 17: FAOSTAT.

Figure 16: Sugar production and exports in Barbados,  
thousand tons

Figure 17: Sugar yields by country, t/ha
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Figure 18: Sugar value chain analysis, Barbados, 2014
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The returns are negative
The sugar production value chain, from sugarcane growing to 

sugar manufacturing, brings negative returns in Barbados (Figure 

26). According to FAO, the costs of sugarcane production in Bar-

bados are very high. After rising from US$49.20 per ton of cane in 

2005 to US$72 by 2009, costs became nearly 1.5 times higher than 

the farm gate price farmers received from factories (US$50.00 in 

2009) (FAO and Government of Barbados, 2012). While the costs 

of sugarcane growing are not available for recent years, given the 

decline in productivity and production, it is not likely that the situ-

ation has improved since then. Trade liberalization and changes in 

the EU trade regime, resulting in a decline in sugar prices, created 

additional difficulties for the sector (Rawlins, 2013).

BAMC’s sugar factories have been operating at net loss since the 

mid-nineties, and the company is only operational because of gov-

ernment grants. The value of sugarcane purchased from farmers 

constitutes only a fraction of raw sugar production costs, and sugar 

production costs are considerably (several times) higher than the 

export price (Figure 19).

Source: Agricultural Incentive Program; The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, 
retrieved from: http://data.centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx; Barbados Agricultural 
Management Co. Ltd., various years. 
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Figure 19: Sugar costs and prices, Barbados 2011-2013 (Bds$/ton)
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Source: The Central Bank of Barbados online statistics, retrieved from: http://data.
centralbank.org.bb/default.aspx; Barbados Agricultural Management Co. Ltd., various years. 

BAMC’s activities are funded by grants from the ADF. BAMC annu-

al reports indicated that the company received Bds$27.5 million in 

2013 and Bds$28.2 million in 2014 of budget funds to compensate 

for its losses; however, government budget expenditure data does 

not reflect these funds. 

Sugar producers are moderately supported
While sugar prices are much higher than the export price, this 

difference is not transferred to the farm gate level. Sugar pro-

ducers in Barbados are subsidized, as in many major sugar-pro-

ducing countries, but the level of support to sugar producers is 

moderate, fluctuating between 26 and 64 percent of gross farm 

receipts in the period of study. 



Figure 20: Composition of Producers SCT for sugar in Barbados (2011-14)
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Support of the sugar sub-sector through  
government grants is not sustainable,  
restructuring measures are needed
The PSE methodology analyzes the policy effect at the farm gate 

and does not take into account policy outcomes at the process-

ing level; however, without a sustainable processing industry, the 

support to sugarcane farmers will not have any desirable effect. 

Returns remain negative at all levels of the sugar producing value 

chain, and the process of transforming the sugar industry into a 

biofuel producer is currently jeopardized by low oil prices. The 

transfers to sugarcane farmers and sugar producers from tax-

payers are volatile and made on an ad hoc basis, and the policy 

does not require any efficiency estimation of those expenditures. 

Sugar processing only operates because it is supported by grants 

from the budget and ADF, a situation that is not sustainable in 

the long term.

Source: Author’s estimates.
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3.3.1.2. COTTON SUB-SECTOR POLICY ANALYSIS

Cost rebates, per-hectare payments for land  
brought under cultivation, and technical assistance  
are available for the cotton sub-sector
Since 2001, cotton producers have received a guaranteed 

price of $4.80 per pound for seed cotton. While the export of 

high-quality cotton lint attracts premium prices, they do not 

benefit farmers (Figure 21). However, as more and more cotton 

is produced by a vertically integrated holding, there is no infor-

mation regarding the benefits from high export prices for the 

holding participants. The concept of sector development for the 

future envisages the expansion of cotton processing inside the 

country, which will allow Barbados to export high value-added 

products, e.g., yarns and fabrics, as opposed to cotton lint bales. 

The Cotton Research and Development Fund provides knowl-

edge generation services to the sub-sector.

Cotton is implicitly taxed 
The guaranteed government price for cotton is lower than the 

price producers could receive for their output in the absence of 

any public policy in this sub-sector. The main challenge for the 

cotton industry is the shrinking area of land under cultivation. 

Weed and pest issues and increased rainfall were the main reasons 

for the production slowdown in the decade of the 2000s. Pre-

mium quality and premium prices may damage competitiveness 

internationally, where the demand for lower quality cotton and 

fabrics prevails. Domestic production of high-quality end prod-

ucts is the way to overcome this obstacle. The guaranteed farm 

gate price should be reconsidered, as it does not benefit farmers.

The guaranteed 
government price for 
cotton is lower than  
the price producers 
could receive for their 
output in the absence  
of any public policy  
in this sub-sector



Box 4: Cotton sub-sector characteristics
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The cotton sub-sector is on the path to growth

The cotton variety produced in Barbados is premium quality cotton with high productivity that attracts premium 
prices. Exclusive Cottons of the Caribbean (ECCI) is a vertically integrated company and acts as the sole marketing 
channel for cotton. However, in the 2000s, it experienced difficulties with production, productivity, and the mar-
keting of Barbadian cotton (FAO & Government of Barbados, 2012).

In 2013 and 2014, cotton farming started to recover after four years of reduced production in which the cultivation 
areas were extremely small and the sub-sector was on the border of sustainability (Figure 21). At the same time, 
average productivity of seed cotton production was very low, falling from 1100 kg/ha in 2010 to 552 kg/ha in 2014, 
among the lowest levels in Latin America (Figure 22).

Figure 21: Cotton - area planted/lint production. Barbados

Source Figure 21: Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014. 
Source Figure 22: FAOSTAT; Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014.

Figure 22: Seed cotton yields in 2014 (t/ha)
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Figure 23: Cotton Producer SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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3.3.1.3. CASSAVA SUB-SECTOR POLICY ANALYSIS

Barbados participates in FAO’s regional initiative  
for cassava value chain development
While there were no cassava-specific budget transfers during the 

period of the study, currently the transformation of cassava into a 

cash crop is among the government’s declared policy goals. The 

government cooperates with FAO in its regional cassava produc-

tion and marketing development project. FAO assists in the devel-

opment of the industry by providing access to research and tech-

nology and, since 2014, through the Promotion and Marketing of 

Cassava Project, a regional initiative for value chain development. 

CARDI also provides assistance in disease control services and ca-

pacity building. In 2014-15, the productivity of cassava farms was 

evaluated and a potential for increasing yields was discovered. 

Forty-two extension and other officers were trained in methods 

of assessment and reduction of harvest and post-harvest loss-

es in cassava. Bakers were advised on how to use cassava flour 

with the goal of replacing up to 40 percent of imported wheat 

flour with local cassava. Contract arrangements between farmers 

and first processors were also studied for potential improvements 

(Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2015). The potential for 

adding value to the cassava production chain includes feed, flour, 

starch, and ethanol production, and Barbados, with its high pro-

ductivity, is well-positioned for realizing this potential.

Source: Author’s estimates.

The potential for  
adding value to the 
cassava production  
chain includes feed, 
flour, starch, and 
ethanol production,  
and Barbados, with  
its high productivity, 
is well-positioned for 
realizing this potential



Box 5: Cassava sub-sector characteristics
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Value chain development is a challenge
Cassava is mostly produced on small farms and marketed on 

fresh markets (Figure 23). BADMC’s Food Promotion Unit estab-

lished a small-scale cassava processing facility, producing flour 

for the baking industry. In 2014, studies to estimate the costs of 

cassava production were conducted in the framework of the FAO 

study of cassava industry potential in CARICOM. The report in-

dicated that a yield of at least 26 t/ha (achieved by Barbados in 

2014) is required to break even in cassava processing. While the 

exercise is considered successful, the majority of cassava output 

is still sold on fresh markets. Post-harvest losses remain one of 

the main issues in the cassava value chain (FAO, 2014b). 

Volatile production but high yields

Cassava production has been volatile in the past and is still far from its 1992 peak (Figure 24). At the same time, 
Barbados has a competitive advantage in the region, as productivity was at its highest historical level in 2014, with 
the second-highest yields in the region. 

Source Figure 24:  FAOSTAT; Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014.

Figure 24: Cassava production in Barbados, tons, and cassava yields by country, 2014 (tons/ha)
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Cassava producers were implicitly taxed by the policy
The cassava farm gate price was lower than the reference price, 

indicating an implicit taxation of primary producers, which is likely 

explained by the state agencies’ (BADMC, BAMC) participation in 

the value chain. At the same time, the wholesale price was high-

er than the reference price, reflecting high middlemen margins, 

which may potentially harm the international competitiveness of 

the cassava sub-sector.

Cassava farm gate prices were stable in the observed time peri-

od, while reference prices started to increase in 2013, increas-

ing the negative price gap. Low farm gate prices in combination 

with the high yields recently demonstrated by the sub-sector 

create an opportunity if production costs remain modest and 

sufficient general services support, such as research and devel-

opment and necessary certification, is provided.

Figure 25: Cassava value chain analysis, Barbados, 2014

Source: Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014; UN Comtrade; FAO, 2014b; MAWFF, 2016.
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Figure 26: Cassava Producer SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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3.3.1.4. LIVESTOCK SUB-SECTOR POLICY ANALYSIS

Policy includes support to small ruminants,  
subsidies and border protection for poultry  
and tariffs, and demand support for milk
Support to livestock is largely focused on small ruminants, includ-

ing a national breeding program, training in insemination tech-

niques, and assistance in feeding through a forage nursery that 

provides seedlings and food to several small ruminant farmers. 

Poultry producers enjoy product-specific input subsidies and 

preferential credit from the ADF for poultry production facilities 

upgrades. Tariff protection was in the range of 20-184 percent in 

2011-2014.

Milk producers are protected by high tariffs (141 percent), keeping 

imports from growing; however, competition from imported skim 

milk powder is still strong.

The quota supply system, offering higher prices for milk supplied 

in quota, was in place until July 2011. In 2012, the Pinehill Dairy 

faced an oversupply of fresh milk, partly due to restricted exports 

to Trinidad and Tobago, and in response to this crisis, milk produc-

tion decreased by 30 percent in 2013. 

Source: Author’s estimates.



Box 6: Livestock sub-sector characteristics
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Dairy sub-sector development was included in the 2015 budget-

ary proposal suggesting, among other measures, a subsidy for the 

sector at a fixed rate of Bds$1.17 per kg, financed by the tax on the 

milk (5 to 10 percent).

Barbados milk production, like in other Caribbean countries, is 

linked to the school milk supply program. According to current 

requirements, at least 60 percent of the milk needs of the school 

meals program and all other government institutions must be 

sourced locally. This program supports demand for locally pro-

duced milk, benefitting both producers and consumers.

The Livestock sub-sector is growing steadily

The main challenges for livestock sector producers include the high 
cost of feed and other inputs as well as a lack of stock quality. The 
level of production has been stable for most livestock sub-sectors in 
the past 10 years.

The poultry industry is meeting Barbados’ demand for whole chicken 
and eggs; however, some of the parts for the processing industry are 
imported (Figure 26).

Source Figure 27: Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014.

Figure 27: Barbados poultry production and imports, tons

Continued on the next page
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Barbados is nearly self-sufficient in pork, the beef sub-sector is 
small, and small ruminant production is increasing

The pork sub-sector benefited from a MAFFW stock upgrade pro-
gram. Local producers fulfill about 75 percent of domestic demand 
for fresh pork and 35 percent of processors’ demand for cuts. The 
beef sub-sector is small and has so far been unsuccessful in com-
peting with imports. Mutton production has been growing recently 
(increased threefold since 2001); however, it is mostly produced by 
small farmers.

Milk sub-sector is among the most successful in the Caribbean

Barbados is one of the leading milk producers in the Caribbean. Do-
mestic milk producers fulfill between 62 percent and 72 percent of 
local demand (Figure 27). Milk productivity is growing, and it is cur-
rently higher than in other Caribbean countries, except Suriname. 
However, it is only one-third of Argentina’s yields. Milk production 
costs are high. Milk processing is a monopsony, as most farmers sup-
ply their production to the Pinehill Dairy. The Barbados Ice Cream 
Company (BICO) Limited is a smaller milk purchaser.

(*) Fresh milk imports before 2005.
Source Figure 28: Barbados Economic and Social Report, 2014; FAOSTAT, 2017.

Figure 28: Barbados milk production and imports, tons, and milk productivity by country, tons/animal*

productivity, tons/animals



Figure 29: Milk Producer SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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Milk producers are protected by import duties
Support to milk producers remains relatively high due to con-

tinued import protection measures. The milk sub-sector demon-

strated an ability to adapt to market needs and maintain competi-

tive productivity. At the same time, farmers remain vulnerable due 

to the existence of the monopsony of Pinehill Dairy.

Poultry receives high price support
While the price support for poultry is high, it is lower than the 

import tariff for poultry in 2014. The marketing margin (trans-

portation and processing) between the farm gate and wholesale 

price remains a major uncertainty in the results. Since informa-

tion regarding the poultry value chain is limited, the poultry MPS 

estimation may be revised if more value chain information be-

comes available.

State agencies play a significant role in the poultry sub-sector in 

Barbados. The outcome of the poultry PSCT calculation does not 

take into account the effect of BADMC’s activity on the distribu-

tion of the costs and benefits of the policy along the value chain. 

Moreover, the lack of available information about the poultry 

sub-sector, including value chain as well as price data, creates 

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 30: Poultry Producer SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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disadvantages for farmers, as they have to act in the absence of 

market information and cooperate with a monopsonistic buyer. 

Therefore, an advantage is created for the market players who 

do have access to this information, and not necessarily for the 

most competitive ones.

3.3.1.5. OTHER SUB-SECTORS POLICY ANALYSIS

Root crops receive high support  
at the expense of consumers
Root crops are included in policy documents as value crops with 

high potential to occupy niche markets and play an important 

role in import substitution. Interestingly, the effect of price sup-

port on cassava farmers (see section 3.3.1) had the opposite sign 

of the price support for yams and sweet potatoes. While cassava 

farmers were implicitly taxed, yam and sweet potato farmers re-

ceived positive transfers as a result of agricultural policy. 

Sweet potato producers received public support that amounted 

to up to 50 percent of their farm receipts. Production of sweet 

potatoes increased recently, but both the volume and value of 

Source: Author’s estimates.

While cassava farmers 
were implicitly taxed, 
yam and sweet potato 
farmers received positive 
transfers as a result  
of agricultural policy



Figure 31: Sweet potatoes and yams SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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output have been volatile. Value-added commodities produced 

from sweet potatoes include sweet potato flour. There is a po-

tential for ethanol and starch production. The production of the 

value-added commodities may be hampered if the prices of the 

primary commodity continue to be supported at such a high lev-

el at the expense of consumers.

The level of support to yam producers reached 53 percent in 

2014 and was also financed by transfers from consumers.

Post-harvest losses remain among the main sources of difficulty 

in root crop production and marketing. Compensation of invest-

ment in post-harvest infrastructure can be an effective mecha-

nism for controlling this issue. 

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 32: Tomatoes and beans SCT% (right axis, %), producers and reference prices (Bds$/t) in Barbados
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Support to tomatoes and string beans decreased
The level of support provided to vegetable farming decreased during 

the period of study from 56 percent of farm receipts in 2011 to 13 

percent in 2014 for tomatoes, and from 46 percent to 14 percent in 

the same years for string beans. This reflects in part the shift of price 

support in favor of yams and sweet potatoes; however, other crops 

still are supported.

Source: Author’s estimates.
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3.3.1.6. EFFECTIVE RATE OF PROTECTION ESTIMATION  
FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES
The effective rate of protection (ERP) provides additional infor-

mation regarding the level of support by commodity by incor-

porating the effects of support to farm inputs. A positive ERP 

means that the returns on inputs are potentially higher than in 

the hypothetical absence of the subsidy. If the ERP is negative, 

that means that the policy has a negative effect —the potential 

returns on inputs would be higher without the policy. The ERP 

methodology is limited because it does not take into account 

possible input substitution, but it is useful as an indication of the 

effect of policy on input markets and agricultural producers.

There was very limited information available in Barbados for the 

ERP estimates. The MAFFW does not collect information regard-

ing the costs of inputs and production costs in general, and the 

response from the private sector was very limited. Due to the 

limited availability of data for domestic and reference prices of 

purchased inputs, explicit tariff information was used to estimate 

the price distortions for inputs.10 There was no information avail-

able regarding budget transfers for input support.

The analysis below considered the VAT exemption (17.5 percent) 

as a subsidy on inputs, since without it, the costs of produc-

tion would be higher and the returns on inputs lower. The zero 

import duty rates on purchased inputs also benefit agricultural 

producers; however, it was not included in the ERP estimation, 

as this policy is not sector-specific.

The results of the ERP estimates for sugar and cassava are pro-

vided in Figure 33. The nominal rates of protection (NRP) for the 

same commodities are included for comparison as dashed lines.

The level of support for sugar, measured by the ERP, is positive, 

higher, and more volatile than the NRP, which does not take in-

put market policy into account. Therefore, in the case of Barba-

dos, the ERP does not reveal any new trends, implicit support, 

or taxation other than those captured by the NRP and other in-

dicators of support by commodity. This is because there is no 

border protection in place for the majority of inputs, and the cost 

compensation support is concentrated on fixed inputs, such as 

investments in on-farm infrastructure, and not on purchased in-

puts, and such policy is not included in the ERP. For cassava, the 

ERP also follows the same trajectory as the NRP, but in 2012, it 

becomes positive, indicating that the support from VAT exemp-

tion on inputs was higher in absolute value than the negative 

transfer from lower than reference prices on output. 

10. As described, for example, in Valdes (2013).

The level of support  
for sugar, measured  
by the ERP, is positive, 
higher, and more volatile 
than the NRP. For cassava, 
the ERP also follows  
the same trajectory  
as the NRP, but in 2012,  
it becomes positive



Figure 33: Effective Rate of Protection and Nominal Rate of Protection, Barbados, 2011-2014 (%)
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3.3.2. BUDGET SUPPORT EVALUATION  
Budgetary spending to support agriculture in Barbados is strong-

ly interconnected with support to other sectors. Thus, invest-

ment promotion, export development, and infrastructure devel-

opment programs include agriculture along with other sectors. 

Development of standards, research, and education are not sec-

tor-specific, either. Therefore, in some areas of support, it is not 

possible to separate transfers to agriculture from other activities. 

This leads to some underestimation of the budget transfers in 

Barbados, especially with regard to the general services, and the 

share of support to general services is therefore underestimated.

On one hand, the close interconnection of agricultural develop-

ment with other sectors is beneficial both for agriculture and for 

the whole economy. On the other hand, agriculture has its spe-

cific requirements in terms of economic and social policy, and 

without separating those transfers in the budgetary classifica-

tion, it is impossible to perform an evaluation of budget support 

efficiency and consider adjustments as needed.

Source: Author’s estimates.



Table 9: Budget transfers in PSE, Barbados 2011-2014 (Bds$ thousands)
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Off-budget support from the Agricultural Development Fund and 

the Export Promotion Fund also obstructs the transparency of 

budget transfers to agriculture in Barbados. The grants and loans 

from those entities were included in the PSE and GSSE estimates as 

much as possible, however, the information available was limited.

Budget transfers to individual producers are included in the PSE. 

Administrative costs, spending on performing regulatory func-

tions, and MAFFW staff salaries are not included in the PSE or 

GSSE (in line with the methodology requirements.) However, sal-

aries of the inspectors, extension officers, veterinary service staff, 

etc., are included in the respective expenditure category.

The financial year in Barbados ends on March 31. Equal quarterly 

transfers were assumed in order to estimate calendar year trans-

fers for the PSE and GSSE.

According to the legal requirement that 60 percent of the school 

meals program must be supplied from local sources, 60 percent 

of the expenditures under subcategory 210 Supplies & Materials 

of the 0294 School Meals Department program was included in 

the CSE, assuming that this an estimate of a transfer to consum-

ers of locally produced commodities.

A summary of budget transfers that benefit producers individu-

ally, and therefore are included in the PSE indicator, is presented 

in Table 9.

Source: Calculated from the Barbados Annual Report and Financial Statement of the 
Accountant General, for the financial years 2000-2015.

Description
Grants to sugar producers  
(from ADF to BAMC and Barbados Cane Industry Corporation)

0167 Scotland District Development
0178 Incentives & Other Subsidies: Incentive rebates and grants

0184 Land for the Landless
Transfer to producers from loan interest rate subsidy
0178 Incentives & Other Subsidies: Grants to farmers’  
associations, agricultural societies, and co-operatives;  
assistance to non-sugar agricultural exporters

0188 Agricultural Extension Services 
0186 Sugarcane Development
Miscellaneous payments: Grants to MAFFW and BADMC (ADF)

2011
2576.0

 
7961.5

843.9

500.0

239.0

225.9

 
 

590.4

81.6

0.0

2012
3498.0

 
7903.3

652.5

218.8

361.1

175.1

 
 

449.2

29.6

1000.0

2013
9718.1

 
7517.7

733.7

361.3

308.1

191.9

 
 

396.0

3.0

3893.8

2014
60.9

 
6712.2

752.2

275.0

251.4

229.3

 
 

387.1

3.8

726.7

In the period of the study, 
budget transfers to 
sugar producers were 
reduced significantly;  
the financing of 
incentives to producers, 
the Land for the Landless 
Programme and  
Scotland District 
development remained 
stable; the financing of 
the extension services 
was reduced, and  
grants from the ADF  
were very volatile
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The majority of individual budget transfers went to sugar pro-

ducers in the form of grants from the ADF to state-owned sugar 

companies. This form of support was discontinued in 2014, re-

sulting in a sharp decrease in budget transfers. Since 2015, those 

grants have been provided inside the MAFFW budget.

In the period of the study, budget transfers to sugar producers 

were reduced significantly; the financing of incentives to produc-

ers, the Land for the Landless Programme and Scotland District 

development remained stable; the financing of the extension ser-

vices was reduced, and grants from the ADF were very volatile.

3.3.3. SUPPORT TO GENERAL SERVICES 

Infrastructure is the main focus of general 
services support; the level of GSSE is decreasing 
The General Services Support Estimate (GSSE) measures budget 

transfers to finance the services provided to agricultural produc-

ers collectively (Figure 30). GSSE decreased during the period of 

study, from US$20.3 million in 2011 to US$16.5 million in 2014.

Due to the limitations of the budget classification, some GSSE 

subsidies were not allocated to the appropriate categories, i.e., 

irrigation systems construction and maintenance, which is part 

of the BADMC budget, or marketing and promotion, which is 

also organized by BADMC but without a separate budget pro-

gram for those needs.

In accordance with the government’s policy priorities, the major-

ity of transfers in the GSSE category are transfers to physical in-

frastructure development (over 50 percent of support to general 

services on average in the period of study), however, the amount 

of investments in infrastructure decreased slightly after 2011. In-

frastructure support is followed by agricultural knowledge trans-

fer support (see also Figure 31) and agricultural knowledge gen-

eration. Inspection services and food safety transfers amounted 

on average to 14 percent of the general services support.

In accordance with  
the government’s policy 
priorities, the majority  
of transfers in  
the GSSE category  
are transfers to 
physical infrastructure 
development. however,  
the amount of investments 
in infrastructure 
decreased slightly  
after 2011



Figure 34: GSSE composition in Barbados (Bds$ mln)
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Research and development support decreased, 
and the lack of R&D remains an issue for farmers
Research and development services are mostly provided by 

the MAFFW, which has separate programs for research, devel-

opment, and extension for crops and for livestock. The MAFFW 

has a low capacity for research and development due to a lack 

of personnel (FAO & Government of Barbados, 2012). However, 

farmers in Barbados may benefit from the findings of region-

al agricultural research institutions such as the Caribbean Ag-

ricultural Research and Development Institute (CARDI) and the 

University of the West Indies (UWI). Regional CARDI programs 

include breeding and hybridizing efforts and disease-fighting in 

the hot pepper and small ruminants sub-sectors (CARDI, 2017).

Cotton producers benefit from the Cotton Research and Devel-

opment Fund, created in 2001 and funded through a 1.0 percent 

cess on cotton producers’ income and government grants (FAO 

& Government of Barbados, 2012). 

Transfers to research and development in the cotton sub-sector 

reached Bds$772,000, or about 13 percent of total agricultur-

al knowledge development government expenses, in 2014-15 

(Figure 35).

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 35: Research and development transfers in Barbados, Bds$ mln, and share in agricultural budget, % (right axis)
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Inspection services financing  
is decreasing constantly
Transfers to inspections and control in agriculture were signifi-

cantly reduced, and their share in the total agricultural budget 

decreased from more than 7 percent in 2011 to 3.7 percent in 

2014 (Figure 36). Export expansion requires compliance with in-

ternational veterinary, phytosanitary, and food safety standards. 

Moreover, the rules for providing and financing such services 

should be formalized and clear for users and providers in order 

to reduce administrative costs and increase effectiveness.

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 36: MAFFW food safety and inspections expenditures, Bds$ mln, and share in agricultural budget, % (right axis)
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3.3.4. CONSUMER SUPPORT ESTIMATE
The negative national Consumer Support Estimate (CSE) in Bar-

bados means that support to agricultural producers is mainly fi-

nanced by transfers from consumers to producers of agricultural 

commodities. Budget transfers to consumers are provided in the 

form of the school meals program, which requires at least 60 

percent of the food to be sourced locally. The CSE was negative 

US$15.8 million in 2014, a substantial improvement compared to 

negative US$23.5 million in 2014.

Consumers pay higher prices for local output as a result of gov-

ernment policy, which is damaging for low-income populations, 

limits demand, and reduces international competitiveness. The 

negative national CSE in Barbados (negative 18.6 percent in 

2014) was among the highest in the region (Figure 37).

Source: Author’s estimates.

Consumers pay higher 
prices for local 
output as a result of 
government policy, 
which is damaging for 
low-income populations, 
limits demand, and 
reduces international 
competitiveness



Figure 37: Consumer Support Estimate in Barbados and other countries, average value for 2012-2014*
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3.3.5. TOTAL SUPPORT ESTIMATE
GSSE, PSE, and transfers to consumers from taxpayers together 

are called the Total Support Estimate (TSE), which represents all 

transfers in the economy that arise from national agricultural pol-

icy. The TSE in Barbados is estimated at US$41.8 million in 2014. 

This demonstrates a considerable decrease compared to previous 

years, as market price support, budget transfers, and support to 

general services decreased. While producers’ support compo-

nents of the TSE decreased in 2014, transfers to consumers from 

taxpayers increased slightly, but this increase was not sufficient 

to arrest the falling trend of the TSE. The TSE amounted to 1.1 

percent of the national GDP in Barbados in 2012-2014 (Figure 38). 

In OECD countries, budget transfers, especially those less dis-

torting to trade, have been playing a more important role over 

time. Thus, while during the 1980s, MPS was the main compo-

nent of support for countries in the OECD area, the importance 

of decoupled payments, or payments not related to current pro-

duction, input use, or commodity prices, is now growing. The 

majority of developing countries are following the same trend; 

(*) Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, and OECD countries 2013-2015; Uruguay 2011-
2013; Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Honduras 2010-2012; El Salvador 2011-2012; Guatemala 2009-
2011; Nicaragua 2009-2010; Bolivia 2008-2009. Source: Author’s estimates.

The TSE in Barbados  
is estimated at  
US$41.8 million in 2014. 
This demonstrates  
a considerable  
decrease compared  
to previous years,  
as market price support, 
budget transfers, and 
support to general 
services decreased



Figure 38: Total Support Estimate composition in Barbados, Bds$ mln, and TSE% of GDP (right axis)
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however, it was reversed in 2014 in Barbados, when the role of 

MPS, representing the most distorting payments in the TSE, in-

creased to 78 percent of the PSE. 

The share of support to general services (GSSE) in total transfers 

(TSE), an estimate of the less distortive support, was in Barbados 

at an average level of 38.02 percent over the past last three years 

during the study period. It is higher than the region average, as 

only few countries in Latin America and the Caribbean have a 

share of GSSE in TSE that reaches more than 40 percent (Chile, 

Suriname, and Uruguay; see Figure 39). As a recent regional 

study has demonstrated, GSSE measures are less distorting and 

contribute most to long-term agricultural competitiveness and 

growth (Anríquez et al., 2016). The results show that a shift of 10 

percentage points of the agricultural budget from private goods 

to general services, maintaining constant total spending, leads to 

an approximately 5 percent increase in value added per capita. 

To achieve the same increase would require an increase of ap-

proximately 25 percent or more in total spending while holding 

the mix constant.

Source: Author’s estimates.



Figure 39: GSSE as a percent share of TSE in Barbados and other countries, average for 2012-2014*
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(*) Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, and OECD countries 2013-2015; Uruguay 
2011-2013; Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Honduras 2010-2012; El Salvador 2011-2012; Guatemala 
2009-2011; Nicaragua 2009-2010; Bolivia 2008-2009. Source: Author’s estimates.
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While agriculture is not a major contributor to the Barbadian 

economy, it is crucial for the overall economic and social de-

velopment of the country and has always been a focus of public 

policy. The sector is undergoing major structural changes, as the 

previously dominant sugar sub-sector’s role is shrinking.

The Government of Barbados, in cooperation with international 

organizations, developed a comprehensive system of incentives 

and concessions to the sector, which is contributing to tech-

nological advancement and productivity growth in targeted 

sub-sectors, i.e., cassava. The government also provides incen-

tives for improving the environmental performance of agricul-

ture. However, as in many other countries in the Caribbean re-

gion and the world, this support is provided at the expense of 

consumers and taxpayers.

Nonetheless, the lack of performance monitoring is a threat to 

policy efficiency. Support programs, financing mechanisms, and 

disbursements are carried forward from year to year, and while 

new programs are added and others are discontinued, this is 

mostly explained by budget restrictions rather than by the results 

of public expenditure reviews or impact evaluations.

A complicated and non-transparent system of financing agricul-

tural support creates difficulties in estimating the total value of 

transfers to agriculture and makes it hard to assess the efficiency 

of funds’ distribution. There is no long- or even medium-term 

planning for capital injections in the parastatals, and the financ-

ing is very volatile.

The results of the PSE estimates indicate the following:

• The level of support to agriculture measured by the PSE is 

among the highest in the region. The Government of Barbados 

considers agriculture to be important for national social and 

economic development. However, since production costs in 

most sub-sectors are high, maintaining agricultural production 

requires a high level of support to inputs and output. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A complicated and  
non-transparent system 
of financing agricultural 
support creates 
difficulties in estimating 
the total value of 
transfers to agriculture 
and makes it hard  
to assess the efficiency  
of funds’ distribution
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• The high level of support demonstrated by the PSE indicates 

poor integration in international markets. It is explained by 

higher than regional average border protection, high border 

transaction costs (the highest costs of import procedures in 

the region), trade restrictions, and market distortions created 

by the active participation of BADMC in trade.

• All components of the support estimates decreased over time. 

The share of price support in total support increased in 2014 at 

the expense of less distorting measures, such as general ser-

vices.

• The poultry and milk sub-sectors receive the largest absolute 

value of support, while yams and sweet potatoes receive the 

highest percent share of farm receipts from policy-related 

measures. High price support reduces incentives to improve 

competitiveness and harms consumers. 

• At the same time, producers of commodities with high export 

potential, cotton and cassava, received prices that were lower 

than the international average prices. 

• Support to the sugar sub-sector, provided mostly by loss- 

covering grants from the budget, is not sustainable in the 

long run. High price and budget support, providing incen-

tives for production expansion, can further reduce incomes. 

Streamlining and increasing the transparency of support to the 

sugar sub-sector is recommended. Government attempts to 

restructure the industry should incorporate measures for sup-

port to non-agricultural employment for former sugar farmers. 

• The role of support to general services is high, but all catego-

ries of GSSE decreased during the period of study. 

• The government has an understanding of the importance of 

infrastructure development, technological development, and 

innovation for sustainable growth in agriculture. Support in 

this regard is structured in a way that encourages private sector 

participation, and it contributed to the growth of value-added 

crop production and exports. Liberalized input markets help 

control producers’ prices.

• Veterinary and phytosanitary inspections do not get necessary 

support from the government and the transfers are decreasing. 

Financing for those services decreased in the period of study, 

with no evidence of improved effectiveness. Food safety is also 

an important issue due to the high requirements of the hospi-

tality industry and international markets. 
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• Research and development support remains among the pri-

orities of public policy and receives large amounts of funding, 

albeit to an insufficient level. The lack of research and devel-

opment support remains as a major challenge. The information 

system is limited in its scope due to budget constraints, and its 

financing further decreased during the period of study.

• Support to producers is provided at the expense of consumers. 

While a considerable share of consumers are tourists, high 

price support still creates a burden for domestic consumers 

who require protection to compensate for its adverse effects.

The results of the policy analysis and estimates suggest the 

FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS: 

• Reconsider the rigid classification structure of budget expendi-

tures, which is one of the reasons for the lack of performance 

evaluation in agricultural policy. Recommended changes to the 

budgetary classification system include: 1) program-base bud-

geting; 2) separate accounting for agriculture-related costs in 

general programs, such as investment promotion, export pro-

motion, infrastructure development, research, and education.

• Continue the ongoing process of eliminating off-budget spend-

ing, grants, and subsidies through the Agricultural Development 

Fund and other revolving funds, which creates obstacles to ana-

lyzing the efficiency of public and private transfers to agriculture.

• More detailed reporting of BADMC’s and other parastatals’ bud-

gets, transfers, and activities, as well as regular performance 

evaluations, is recommended.

• High levels of protection reduce imports. However, there are no 

incentives for producers to reduce costs and increase competi-

tiveness; therefore, producers are vulnerable in the case that the 

protection level is reduced in the future. The poultry and vege-

tables sub-sectors would face difficulty competing on interna-

tional markets without public support, and the sugar sub-sector 

wholly depends on subsidies and grants for its survival. Decreas-

ing price support to those sub-sectors is recommended.

• The reallocation of cost compensation and per-hectare pay-

ments, highly distorting and not very efficient types of sup-

port, towards support to general services would be beneficial 

for agricultural competitiveness and build a foundation for the 

sustainable growth of the sector.

The reallocation of  
highly distorting and  
not very efficient types  
of sup port towards 
support to general 
services would 
be beneficial for 
agricultural 
competitiveness and  
build a foundation for  
the sustainable growth 
of the sector
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PSE indicators

Producer Support Estimate (PSE)

The annual monetary value of gross transfers from consumers 

and taxpayers to agricultural producers, measured at the farm 

gate level, arising from policy measures that support agriculture, 

regardless of their nature, objectives, or impacts on farm pro-

duction or income.

Percentage PSE (PSE%)

PSE as a share of gross farm receipts.

General Services Support Estimate (GSSE)

The annual monetary value of gross transfers to general services 

provided to agricultural producers collectively (such as research, 

development, training, inspection, marketing, and promotion), 

arising from policy measures that create enabling conditions for 

the primary agricultural sector through the development of pri-

vate or public services, institutions, and infrastructure, regardless 

of their objectives and impacts on farm production and income 

or consumption of farm products. The GSSE does not include 

any transfers to individual producers. 

Consumer Support Estimate (CSE)

The annual monetary value of gross transfers from (to) consum-

ers of agricultural commodities, measured at the farm gate level, 

arising from policy measures that support agriculture, regardless 

of their nature, objectives, or impacts on the consumption of 

farm products. 

Percentage CSE (CSE%)

CSE as a share of consumption expenditures (measured at the 

farm gate) less taxpayer transfers to consumers.

Total Support Estimate (TSE)

The annual monetary value of all gross transfers from taxpayers 

and consumers arising from policy measures that support agri-

culture, net of associated budgetary receipts, regardless of their 

objectives and impacts on farm production and income or the 

consumption of farm products.

 
ANNEX: Pse methodology definitions
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Percentage TSE (TSE%)

TSE as a share of GDP.

Single Commodity Transfers (SCT)

The annual monetary value of gross transfers from consumers 

and taxpayers to agricultural producers, measured at the farm 

gate level, arising from policies linked to the production of a sin-

gle commodity such that the producer must produce the desig-

nated commodity in order to receive the transfer. 

Percentage Single Commodity Transfers (SCT%)

The commodity SCT as a share of gross farm receipts for the 

specific commodity (OECD, 2010).

MPS calculation
The reference price is the price that domestic producers could 

have received for their products in the absence of any domestic 

or trade policy affecting this commodity’s market. Border prices 

of imports or exports are often used as reference prices. Another 

option is to use specific border prices in close neighbor coun-

tries or in countries playing major roles in the international trade 

of the commodity, or to use stock exchange prices. 

The reference price and producer’s price for MPS calculations 

must be measured at the same level of processing and in the 

same market. Therefore, reference (border prices) must be ad-

justed for marketing margins in order to become comparable 

with farm gate producer prices. The adjustment is made for the 

costs of processing, handling, and transportation to the market 

where the domestically-produced commodity meets the com-

modity from the foreign market. 

Price adjustment for imported commodity:

CIF price  

+ costs of transporting the product from the  

border to the internal wholesale market (T1)  

– cost of transporting the product from the  

wholesale market to the farm gate (T2)  

– costs of processing farm product  

into imported product (S)  

= price of imports in farm gate equivalent
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Price adjustment for exported product:

FOB price  

– handling and transportation costs between  

border and domestic wholesale market (T1)  

– handling and transportation costs between  

wholesale market and the farm gate (T2)  

– costs of processing farm product  

into exported product (S)  

= price of exports adjusted to the farm gate level

Nominal Protection Rate is the simplest indicator of support, 

which was not among the outputs of this report but was calcu-

lated as an intermediate step for the ERP estimation of agricul-

tural commodities and inputs.

The following formula was used for the Effective Rate of Protec-

tion (ERP) calculation:

Where:

VAd = value added in domestic prices

VAr = value added in reference prices. 

Value added is estimated as the difference between the value of 

the output and the costs of tradable inputs. If both VAr and VAd 

are positive, the interpretation of the ERP is similar to that of the 

NRP. If VAr or VAd is negative, the ERP may also become negative 

(depending on the relative values of the VAd and VAr). 

A negative value added in domestic prices means that the agri-

cultural production brings negative returns on inputs. If the val-

ue added in reference prices is negative, the purchased inputs 

without policy intervention cost more than the value of the out-

put of the domestically-produced agricultural commodity in a 

non-policy situation. Only if the VAr is positive will the negative 

ERP indicate implicit taxation of the agri-food sector resulting 

from the policy along the value chain. It should be noted that if 

both the VAr and VAd are negative, the ERP may still be positive. 

This methodology assumes perfect substitution of inputs and 

unchanged production function between the observed and ref-

erence situation.

ERP = * 100
VAd – VAr

VAr
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Budget Transfers (BTs) for calculating coefficients of support es-

timation can exist in the form of transfers to producers, financing 

of general services, or transfers to consumers. Thus, all budget 

transfers need to be distinguished between PSE, CSE, and GSSE.

PSE categories indicate how the policy program is implemented 

by showing the basis on which the transfer or subsidy is calcu-

lated, such as value of production, number of animals, input use, 

services provided, income, or non-commodity criteria (Table 8).

Table 10: Classification of budget transfers in PSE (OECD methodology)

Source: OECD, 2010. 

PSE Categories

A. Support based on commodity output 

A.1. Market Price Support

A.2. Payments based on output

B. Payments based on input use

B.1. Variable input use

B.2. Fixed capital formation

B.3. On-farm services

C. Payments based on current A (Area) / An (Animal number) /  
    R (Receipts) / I (Income), production required

C.1. Based on current receipts/income

C.2. Based on current area/animal number

D. Payments based on non-current (historical or fixed)  
    A (Area) / An (Animal number) / R (Receipts) / I (Income),     
    production required

E. Payments based on non-current A (Area) / An (Animal number) /  
    R (Receipts) / I (Income), production not required

E.1. Variable rates (vary with respect to levels of current  
output or input prices, or production/yields and/or area)

E.2. Fixed rates

F. Payments based on non-commodity criteria

F.1. Long-term resource retirement 

F.2. Specific non-commodity output

F.3. Other non-commodity criteria

G. Miscellaneous payments
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Budget transfers on financing general services have been sepa-

rated from the PSE and have instead been calculated as a sep-

arate indicator: the General Services Support Estimate (GSSE) 

since 1998 (Table 9). In 2014, the OECD changed the methodol-

ogy of GSSE estimation.

Table 11: Classification of budget transfers in GSSE (OECD methodology)

Source: OECD, 2015b. 

General Services Support Estimate (GSSE)

H. Agricultural knowledge and innovation system

H.1. Agricultural knowledge generation

H.2. Agricultural knowledge transfer

I. Inspection and control

I.1. Agricultural product safety and inspection

I.2. Pest and disease inspection and control

I.3. Input control

J. Development and maintenance of infrastructure

J.1. Hydrological infrastructure

J.2. Storage, marketing, and other physical infrastructure

J.3. Institutional infrastructure

J.4. Farm restructuring

K. Marketing and promotion

K.1. Collective schemes for processing and marketing       

K.2. Promotion of agricultural products

L. Cost of public stockholding

M. Miscellaneous
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